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FOCUS
A few weeks ago we should have been in Milan
for the 27th Xylexpo. We could not be there, but
here's our “Focus on Xylexpo”, with just an additional “Waiting for…”. We are waiting for the
next edition, and meanwhile, we give recognition
to all the companies that have not stopped and
have continued to innovate.

on page 12
PAOLO FANTONI
An interview with the President of the European
Panel Federation Paolo Fantoni, about present
and future of the woodworking in this “post apocalyptic” world and… about legal action against
Germany!
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on page 5

SEBASTIANO CERULLO
Emergency, lockdown and restart: the general
manager of FederlegnoArredo speaks.

on page 6
GIANLUCA FANTACCI
“I believe that this world has to be changed and
we have to do it in all areas in which we express
ourselves”, Gianluca Fantacci, president of the
Acimall Tool Group, talks about tool’s business
and the future of the sector.

on page 7
TOPSOLID/PROMA-PROVASI
Unity is strength: Provasi’s experience with TopSolid cad/cam.

on page 8
HOMAG
For the 60th anniversary, Walter Crescenzi, ceo
of Homag Italia, talks about the history of the
group, the management during the emergency
and the objectives for the future.

on page 9

OUR WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGIES, YOUR VISION
Simplify work and improve performance with the widest range of woodworking solutions. Flexible and modular machines and cells, integrated
with state-of-the-art systems and automation, such as anthropomorphic robots, cobots and autonomous mobile shuttles. Smart technologies to
increase efficiency and flexibility, reduce scraps and waste, optimize the quality of your products with the latest software and digital services.
A human approach to help you achieve your vision, with a team of specialists always ready to support you, even from afar.

LUCA BORGONOVO

SCM: your Smart and Human Factory.

Legacy: not only inheritance, but rather heritage.
Past, present and future of Borgonovo in this interview with Luca Borgonovo, who tells about
the company and its evolution over time with an
eye to the future…

scmwood.com

is more

on page 10
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Phase three of the “Covid-19” emergency
has started: we can now travel to and from
Italian regions and many European countries.
A deep, healthy breath of fresh air for millions
of companies and for the recovery of economic
activities.
Forecasts for this year predict Italian gross
domestic product falling by 9.5 percent compared to 2019, while France should drop by
8.2 percent and Germany by 6.5. Everyone
has been affected, as expected, but not to
the same extent. We have all been struck by
the same storm, but we are sailing in different
boats, with different state aids that will further
widen the gap.
Most worries are caused by the widening
gap between Italy and Germany, with a risk
of increasing subordination of the Italian industry to its German counterpart. Such subordination, almost an inferiority complex, is
emerging also in the service sector and in
exhibitions, where we are directly involved.
It's hard to say if we are going to become
aware of the danger and able to react. Italy's
history is not encouraging in this respect,
but we will see if we can develop a new
vision for the country.
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As you have seen in these months, our magazine Xylon, your magazine, has been constantly committed to give you the latest updates from the industry and the comments
and opinions of most key players. All the
available channels – social media, newsletters
and print – have been exploited to distribute
useful information, timely and on a large
scale. It's been a huge effort for our editorial
staff, working from home and part-time, but
they have managed to maintain the traditional
quality standards of Xylon and meet the publication deadlines.

In memory of…Giancarlo Anselmi
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TopSolid/Proma-Provasi, successful
cad/cam in the furniture business...
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Homag
The 60th birthday of the group
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Luca Borgonovo
It’s all about legacy

So, thank you all, and special thanks to Rossana Fossa, who has reached her deserved
retirement. With silent and constant dedication,
Rossana has been going through all sorts of
events and changes over the years, adapting
to all situations and editorial needs, patiently
bearing with us and supporting us.
Thank you, Rossana, and all the best for
your future!
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NEWS

BIESSE

SPRINGER

Published the third sustainability report

The Company wins a major high-tech contract in Sweden

To mark World Earth Day, Biesse has published
the third edition of the Group's Sustainability
Report (the Consolidated Non-Financial Statement) on all its communication channels. A
symbolic connection, which highlights the Group's
focus on one of the cornerstones of Biesse's
sustainability policy.
The Sustainability Report provides customers,
employees, suppliers, shareholders and local
communities with the opportunity to access a
fully transparent account of the results achieved
by the Group, as well as an overview of
the future scenarios pertaining to Biesse's economic, social and environmental
sustainability policy. Biesse Group's
main objectives include the reduction
of CO2 emissions and the launch of the
Iso 45001 certification process for safety
at work. The Group promotes a responsible approach to the use of natural resources, avoiding waste where possible and implementing energy efficiency initiatives. Biesse is
aware of the global challenges and the objectives
promoted at Community level on the basis of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and
as such, the Group has taken the decision to
make an active contribution to the fight against
climate change, through the purchase of electricity
produced using renewable sources, with a view
to significantly reducing indirect CO2 emissions
from as early as 2020.
“This third edition of the Sustainability Report is

another step on the path towards the strategic
understanding of the impacts generated. This
path guides all of our corporate strategies, and
increasingly sees research, innovation and value
redistribution as a key factor for the future of
our business”, declares Alessandra Parpajola,
executive member of the Group's Board of
Directors and active promoter of sustainability
within the company.
Some of the highlights for the Group that emerged in the Sustainability Report include: over
661 million euros of economic value
distributed by the Group in 2019, 706
million euros of total revenues, and
50 percent women on the Board of
Directors. 89 percent of purchases
made from local suppliers with regard
Alessandra
to manufacturing facilities in Italy, India
Parpajola.
and China, more than 300 people involved in Research and Development
activities for a total of 276,000 working hours.
95 percent of employees hired on permanent
contracts, 95 percent of senior management
team members hired locally, more than 120,000
hours of training delivered to staff over the
course of 2019, more than 13,000 hours of training dedicated to safety at work. In addition,
Biesse has provided support for social, cultural,
artistic and sporting initiatives in the areas in
which it operates, with 16,500 m2 of photovoltaic
panels installed and 539 tons of CO2 saved
through the use of photovoltaic panels. ■

EPLF
Fair Underlay joins Eplf as new associate member
Eplf, the association of European Producers of Laminate Flooring
is pleased to announce it recently welcomed Fair Underlay as a
new associate member.
Max von Tippelskirch (Swiss Krono Group), President of Eplf, welcomed Fair Underlay to the association and stressed that “Welcoming
the members of the supply chain into the association shows the important role they play in enabling laminate flooring manufacturers
to provide their customers with high quality products”.
“We, at Fair Packaging, are very excited that Fair Underlay became
an Eplf associate member and we are looking forward to a fruitful cooperation with all the members
of the association”, Mateusz Pretki, Chief Executive Officer at Fair Packaging, stated.
Fair Underlay was established in 2011 and is part of Fair Packaging. It is the leading European
manufacturer of professional grade natural rubber underlays. The production plant and logistic
centre are located in west Poland (Poznan region) and produces 25 million of square meters of
high-quality underlays each year with focus on performance and parameters fulfilling the most
rigorous requirements of European floor manufacturers. Research on market trends and orientation
on customer’s needs allow the company to develop a unique product offer.
With this new addition to the association, Eplf has now 16 Ordinary Members, 24 Associate
Members, and 10 Supporting Members. ■

With its latest major order, the Swedish Sca
Group has again proved that it trusts Springer's
pioneering state-of-the-art technology and innovative product solutions. The Austrian familyowned business is designing and constructing
a new, innovative and high-performance dry
sorting plant for Sca Bollsta.
Tailor-made automatization and digitalization solutions are implemented, such as the beltless
“Springer-E-Cut 200” trimmer, the fully automatic
“Springer-ED 3000” Wrapper, the “SpringerRobotic Labeling System” (RLS), as well as the
“Springer Iot” and “Go-Live!” system, which
creates a complete digital twin of the real plant
and brings it to life through a real-time data
connection.
"We are delighted to be continuing our successful
partnership with Sca. The new dry sorting plant
combines superior digital technology with userfriendliness and efficiency", comments Timo
Springer the Ceo of Springer Maschinenfabrik
GmbH. “During the contract negotiations, our
Swedish distribution partner LOAB gave us ex-

cellent support
and reconciled the
interests of Sca
and Springer”. According to Gert
Fischinger, head
of project planning, the order was
issued following a
very intensive, twoyear project planning process and was based
on Springer's latest product innovations.
The system is the largest single installation as
well as the fastest one on the market. It can
handle up to 230 boards per minute and 28
handovers per minute, which means that an annual resorting capacity of more than 750,000m³
boards can be achieved with no more than
three people operating the system. All plant
sections are pre-installed, pre-assembled and
commissioned at Springer’s production facility.
Completion and handover of the project is scheduled for May 2023. ■

CATAS
Lucia Cristina Piu is the new President
Catas, the most important European
laboratory for testing, certification and
research in the wood and furniture
sector, has a new board of directors
for the three-year period 2020-2023.
The shareholders’ meeting, which
strictly took place by a web conference
on 12th of May, appointed Lucia
Cristina Piu to the presidency. Graduated in
Juridical, economic and in Banking sciences,
having acquired a great experience and background in several public bodies, institutes and
companies, Piu is the first woman called to lead
the Italian laboratory, a prestigious position in
which she will be supported by Franco Buttazzoni (Blifase, Corno di Rosazzo), Federica Di
Fonzo (Frag, Pradamano), Stefano Petris (Wolf,
Sauris) and Paola Veronese (Otto, Udine).

“I assume the important Catas presidency
with full attention to the relevance of the role it
has towards the entire national and international
market”, commented Lucia Cristina Piu.
“Thanks to the shareholders for their trust, my
first thoughts go to my predecessor, Bernardino
Ceccarelli, who successfully guided Catas

even during a difficult period. My
commitment will be to give continuity
and enhance the service activity for
companies inside and outside the
national borders”.
The following three years will surely
represent an intense season for Catas, which has just celebrated the 50th anniversary of its foundation, showing a significant
12 per cent growth in the number of tests carried out in the last three years, despite the
dramatic fire that completely destroyed the
Furniture Laboratory, rebuilt and inaugurated
last December.

“I leave Catas in the excellent hands of President Piu, to the experience of Buttazzoni and
Di Fonzo and to the energy that the two new
members will undoubtedly know how to bring
to the board”, added Bernardino Ceccarelli,
who also said: “They have been years of success thanks to a strong and cohesive team,
which I cannot forget to thank and with whom
the future of Catas will be surely stronger especially on the internationalization side”. ■
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NEWS

ACIMALL

FAIRS

“Covid-19” heavy impact on the first quarter

Rosenheim Ligna.Conference postponed to 2022

Unfortunately, the analysis of data collected by the Studies Office of Acimall, the Confindustriamember association representing the Italian wood-furniture technology industry, was not surprising
and confirmed an immediate impact of the lockdown caused by the Covid19 pandemic. The first
quarter 2020 closed with a widespread reduction of woodworking machinery and tool orders, a
two-digit decrease that involved all global markets, though with some delay.
The quarterly survey – which involves a representative sample of the entire industry – has revealed
a strong reduction of orders, by 21.1 percent compared to the same period of 2019. The slight
delays mentioned above have probably mitigated the impact for international customers, down by
19.4 percent, which is not so bad as the minus 25.3 result recorded by domestic demand. “It is
clear that the widespread shrinkage and later lockdown of production activities has impacted the
results, causing a demand crisis that will probably influence the entire year. The actions of national,
European and global governments and institutions to support the economy and each industry will
be critical in the near future,” said Dario Corbetta, general director of Acimall.
The book of orders is at 2.6 months, while prices have been increasing by 0.8 percent. In a
situation that is not just “difficult”, the revenues in Q1 obviously show a very different trend from
orders, down by “only” 8.8 percent. Basically, industry companies could finalize and deliver all
pending orders, but the worries for the future have led too many customers to postpone all
investment decisions, waiting for a safer outlook.
The quality survey reveals all the fears of industry entrepreneurs: 69 percent expect dropping production, 19 percent predict some stability and only 12 percent believe in a positive trend. A
“stationary” trend is also expected for employment according to 75 percent of the sample, while 6
percent expect an increase and 19 percent fear shrinkage. Available stocks are stationary
according to 44 percent, increasing according to 37 percent and falling according to the remaining
19 percent.
Last but not least, the figure that is traditionally presented by the quarterly survey of the Acimall
Studies office, namely the sentiment for the near future. Well, the forecast survey shows a situation
dominated by worries, both for the trend of domestic demand and for the poor chances to find
compensation abroad: 13 percent of the interviewees expect an increase in foreign orders, but 31
percent believe there will be no change and 56 percent fear that the worst is yet to come (negative
balance 43). No business owner is optimistic about incoming orders from the Italian wood and
furniture industry: 37 percent hope for some stability while 63 percent believe the downward trend
will continue (negative balance 63). ■

Ready, steady…stop. The first
“Rosenheim Ligna.Conference”, organized by Deutsche
Messe and Rosenheim University of Applied Sciences, initially
scheduled for next October, has
been postponed to 2022 because, according to the organizers, Germany’s “Covid-19” restrictions may well still be in place by then.
The conference, which would have been held
on October 6 and 7 at the University of Rosenheim, should have previewed the themes of
the next Ligna in May: Woodworking Transformation, Prefab Building Processes and Green
Material Processing.
“The Rosenheim Ligna.Conference is all about
people” stressed Christian Pfeiffer, Deutsche

Messe’s Global Director Ligna
& Woodworking Shows. “There’s
a real ‘hunger’ in the wood industry for a face-to-face event.
That’s why we’re postponing the
event until 2022. In October, we
will not be able to deliver on
this vitally important networking
aspect of the conference”.
Certainly a painful choice, but also taken in
agreement with the partners. “Honestly, we
considered alternatives, but we believe interpersonal contact – the human factor – is fundamental to the Ligna.Conference, and so, logically,
postponement was the only route open to us”,
said TH Rosenheim’s Professor Thorsten Ober.
We’re looking forward to our joint conference
event in 2022”. ■

FAIRS
W Exhibition postponed to 2021 in Birmingham
The W Exhbition, the UK’s flagship event for
the joinery and furniture manufacturing industries,
initially scheduled in Birmingham for September
2020, has been postponed until 26th – 29th
September 2021, for the restrictive measures
taken to fight the “Covid-19” pandemic. A painful
and forced choice.
“The current climate of uncertainty has prompted
us to make this difficult decision. We have explored numerous alternatives, including moving
the show to later in 2020, but due to the duration,
the complexity of our build requirements, the
ever changing global calendar of events, we
have concluded that September 21 timeline

offers a more secure prospect”, said Nickie
West, Managing Director of the event. “The
campaign for The W Exhibition 2021 will represent
our biggest investment to-date which is why we
have been so determined to move the event
over to the right timeline to do all of this work
justice. We are looking forward to continuing
our work with the industry and hope that they
will share in our excitement as we look ahead to
a showstopping W Exhibition in September
2021”, concluded the Managing Director.
An early closure of 2020, the hope of restarting
from where everything was interrupted next
year. n

FAIRS
Interzum Bogotà from 2 to 5 February 2021
In the light of the continuous evolution of the directives issued globally to contain the spread
of "Covid-19", the organizers have been forced
to adjust once again the dates of the next
edition of interzum Bogotà, which will be held
from 2 to 5 February 2021.
The decision to move the event again was made
by Koelnmesse without hesitation, since Corferias - the Colombian trade fair organizer partner
of interzum bogota - offered the Colombian government its fairgrounds for the construction of
a temporary hospital for the care of patients
with diseases other than "Covid-19".
"These are times when the priority must be to

make one's contribution so that this dramatic
situation will soon see the end," commented
Thomas Rosolia, Ceo of Koelnmesse Italia.
“The new change of date in Bogotà is just one
of the many, painful but indispensable choices
that Koelnmesse Gmbh has adopted in recent
weeks with a great sense of responsibility. The
exhibition calendar has been completely redesigned, creating a complex and unexpected
situation, but all of us at the Italian branch - as
well as Koelnmesse staff all over the world - are
always available to exhibitors and visitors to
reschedule their presence at our fairs". ■

SIEMPELKAMP
Change at the top: Martin Stark ceo ad interim

FAIRS
IWF 2020 cancelled: appointment to 2022
The International Woodworking Fair raises the
white flag and deletes the 2020 appointment,
postponing the next Iwf directly to 2022, between
23 and 26 August, obviously keeping Atlanta
as the location of the event. A choice caused
by the pandemic and stringent transport rules
that would seriously question the success of
the event.
“The decision to cancel North America’s oldest
and largest woodworking event could not and
did not come easily”, the organization said on
their official web site. “The conditions and circumstances brought about by the “Covid-19”
pandemic – including accompanying travel restrictions and federal, state and local governmental regulations – have made it impossible to
stage IWF 2020 without endangering the health
and safety of all exhibitors, attendees and the
Atlanta community at large”.

Too tight technical times (the event would have
taken place between 24 and 28 August) and a
situation that is still hanging in the United States
led the organizers to make this decision: to definitively cancel IWF 2020.
“From the very outset of the “Covid-19” pandemic, we have monitored and carefully considered its progress as a factor in show planning.
It is now clear that hosting the show with tens
of thousands of attendees in an indoor space
such as the Georgia World Congress Center
cannot occur without amplifying the transmission
of “Covid-19”. That risk is absolutely unacceptable. While no one can be happy with this outcome, we all can look toward the promise of a
new, brighter future and all the opportunities
Iwf 2022 will bring. As we anticipate that future,
always know that Iwf will continue to move on
course in this mission”. ■
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

A change of management is taking place at G.
Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG: effective today,
the current CEO and spokesman of the Board
of Directors, Christoph Michel, is leaving the technology corporation Siempelkamp in order to
take on new tasks and challenges outside of
the group.
Dr. Martin Stark, Chairman of the Advisory
Board, will fill the position of CEO as interim
manager with immediate effect until further
notice. During this period Dr. Stark will suspend
his mandate as chairman of the Advisory Board
of Siempelkamp. The Advisory Board is currently
looking for a suitable candidate to fill the position
at the helm of the renowned Krefeld-based
company for the long term.
Dr. Martin Stark was appointed Chairman of the
Advisory Board of Siempelkamp in 2017. He took
over the position from Dr. Dieter Siempelkamp,
who had chaired the Advisory Board since resigning from Siempelkamp’s Board of Directors in

4
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2003. Dr. Martin Stark has many years of expertise
as a successful business leader and supervisory
board member, and until 2013 was a member of
the management board of the global technology
group Freudenberg.
Along with the company executives, Christoph
Michel has set the business course of Siempelkamp since 2018 in order to further position the
company in its development and orientation in
the relevant markets and adjust it to current
market requirements.
“The Advisory Board of Siempelkamp GmbH &
Co. KG thanks Christoph Michel and wishes
him all the best for the future.
Business continuity and reliability are central
success factors at Siempelkamp. In Dr. Stark
we have gained a top manager as CEO who
will successfully continue on the company’s established path until we have found a suitable
successor,” says Dr. Dieter Siempelkamp, Honorary
Chairman of the Advisory Board. ■
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PANELS

"ENTHUSIASM WILL COME BACK: I EXPECT A RALLY..."
We talked to him when he was very worried. He
still is, but we can say that, in the morning we disturbed him in his office at Fantoni in Osoppo,
an excellence of "made in Italy" for the quality of
their panels and office furniture, the scenario
looked really dark...
The conversation could only start from the situation
of the company: “Only 10 out of one hundred
people working in our offices have remained at
their desk, sometimes taking turns. Many have
continued to work remotely, for others we were
forced to send them on holiday or apply for layoff
schemes," Paolo Fantoni said. "Our production
lines worked when the authorities allowed, with
inevitable "pauses" when demand was weaker.
There is no denying we have seen a general
slowdown, but we agree that reviewing your
budget now is crazy, we don't have all the
elements to know how this situation will evolve”.
One thing is certain: the blow has been very
strong...
“A bolt from the blue: we all know we might have
to face catastrophic situations, but no one could
ever imagine the impact of this event. We immediately responded to implement all safety measures
and to collect the necessary information to do all
we could. I decided to act in first person and I
sent a message to all Epf members, warning
them not to underrate the situation and react
quickly, introducing similar measures in their companies, because the risk was tangible".
Mr Fantoni, not everyone has adopted the same
approach, creating a situation of "unpleasant
competition”…
“There have been different decisions that have
resulted into much stricter lockdown and production capacity reduction in some countries,

such as Italy, Spain and France. Others –
including Germany, Austria or Poland – kept on
working and stopped their factories only when
they had no other choice, for ten to fifteen days,
comparted with at
least four weeks in
Italy or Spain.
Each country made
a decision and time
will tell, and it has already told, who was
more sensible. But I
think that the effort
of German companies to keep producPaolo Fantoni.
ing has also reached
a limit, so now - after
filling up their stocks - they might have to stop
their plants to adjust production to a market
demand that I would call "thoughtful". Also consider
what happened in distribution: we could re-start
selling on May 18, while in Austria retailers had
opened their stores and warehouses two weeks
earlier, and also Germany had a different timetable.
The availability of goods on the market has created
different situations from country to country. The
difference was apparent, due to medical and
legal conditions and different measures, which
inevitably created different situations; but within
the European federation there are no regrets or
complaints. Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the
complaints of companies whose competitors
could increase their revenues in recent months
and easily access new markets that could not be
served by others. This happened in the panel
and in the furniture industry, and in many more
segments, so you can feel some disappointment
and many companies wonder how things might
have gone if the European manufacturing industry
had responded with the same
rules. As Germany had stronger
demand, shorter plant shutdown,
fewer constraints to transportation
to other countries, the Germany
industry could benefit from better
operating conditions than Italy. But
there is no friction about this, as
the European federation is ready
to address country-specific issues".

We have selected this statement by Paolo Fantoni
for the title of a phone interview he made as entrepreneurs
and president of Epf, the European Panel Federation.
FORMALDEHYDE LIMITS
Panels manufactured in Europe are regulated by the EN13986 standard, which prescribes two
classes for formaldehyde emissions: E2 and E1. The latter is lower (equal to 0.1 parts per
million, as recommended by the World Health Organization) and it has been adopted ever
since 2007 by the member industries of the European Panel Federation, which wants to keep
reducing the levels of volatile substances, based on recent research by the European
Chemicals Agency (Echa).
In January 2020, Germany unilaterally introduced an emission limit equal to half the E1
parameter, called E0.5 and applied to all products introduced into its territory.

have nothing to do with the exceptional event of
this pandemic. For instance, Germany – its government, not the panel industry – has adopted an
independent regulation for situations and products, violating specific protocols and standards
for EC products. I assure you that, on topics such
as volatile organic compounds and formaldehyde
emissions we have reacted strongly; many Epf
members, not only in Italy, are refractory to these
things, and we reported to the European Commission a long time ago.
A few months ago we launched an initiative I can
tell you more about now, as last May 28 we
started a legal suit against Germany's decision
to set new standards for formaldehyde emissions
from panels. We want to stress that these national
initiatives damage the entire industry and I believe

But United Europe is still a far-fetched idea...
“There’s much more evidence to
what you are saying, things that

GERMANY SUMMONED TO COURT
A new initiative has been undertaken against Germany's decision to introduce its own limits to
formaldehyde emissions in wooden panels, a decision criticized by the European Commissioner
for Internal Market, Thierry Breton, who defined the new standard "illegal" and consequently
"null and void".
The Fantoni company from Osoppo, also representing six other companies in the wood
industry (Italians Frati, Saib, Saviola, Arper and Panguaneta, as well as Belgian Unilin),
initiated proceedings against the German Republic at the court of Cologne.
The arguments are strictly technical: the change in limits introduced by Germany disrupts the
uniformity of formaldehyde measurement and classification methods, thus breaching the EC
mark regulations for wood-based products. Furthermore, the German standard came into
force on 1st January 2020 without any prior notification to the European authorities. Finally, as
a general remark, the decision affects the free circulation of goods inside the Single European
Market.
“We are not against any new standards for formaldehyde emission limits in principle –
emphasized Paolo Fantoni, who is also President of the European Panel Federation (EPF) –
but we do oppose a free-for-all in which individual countries make unilateral and asymmetrical
decisions. Seven out of 28 EU countries have a mandatory limit, and among these, Germany
has opted to introduce more restrictive rules and testing methods unilaterally, but this limits
free competition within the single market. As a result, it not only puts European producers in
difficulty when selling in Germany while leaving the doors wide open for completely unregulated
products to be imported into the rest of Europe from further afield, but it also creates confusion
among European consumers.
For this reason we asked the EU some time ago to intervene and ensure uniformity of
regulations by introducing a unified maximum category for formaldehyde."
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that a strong stance, shared by many companies
from different countries, is a sign of solidarity".
What was the lesson learned of these weeks and
months?
"We are still shocked, it's too early to say. The
more flexible companies and supply chains will
come out improved, but everyone will have a
chance to show that Italians are able to stand
up and recover. The consequences will be
heavy, but I expect a powerful rally of enthusiasm, a strong desire to get back what we
have lost. There will be a recovery, though slow
and gradual".
by Luca Rossetti n

www.europanels.org
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MEETINGS

"WE HAVE ALL CHANGED A LOT TO EMERGE STRONGER"
the highest levels of the Italian entrepreneur association. Orsini is a very capable person, he
has brought much innovation into the federation,
and now the entire system is ready to face the
challenges more effectively, even those that
have come up unexpectedly”.

The question is still open, but we wanted to meet
Sebastiano Cerullo, director of FederlegnoArredo,
to take a closer look at recent and current events.

“The recent months have been tough also for
FederlegnoArredo: we have learned to work and
interact with our associated companies using different tools, and even our "senior" members have
adopted new digital tools. Our building was suddenly empty and we had to manage a situation
that directly affected the families of 140 employees;
our association is a company and we have the
same responsibilities as any other business”.
The voice of Sebastiano Cerullo, general manager
of FederlegnoArredo, is lower than usual. The federation gather more than 1,400 companies in
the wood supply chain, from furniture to packaging,
from lighting to trade, from constructions to panels.
We interviewed him on the phone when the
situation was still "confused" (to put it mildly) and

he told us how the furniture industry was facing
the real momentous change of these decades.

“We have been going through the same experience as everyone: the problem of employees
living far from the office, the uncertainty of the
early weeks, the fears that what we have built in
these years might be wasted… Now we can
take a breath, and looking back on what we
have been going through, I think we have even
managed to support the nomination of our president Emanuele Orsini within Confindustria,
appointed last May 20 by Carlo Bonomi to vice
president in charge for credit, financial and
fiscal matters. It is significant that, in a period
like this, FederlegnoArredo has once again succeeded in pushing one of its representatives to
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There must have been difficult moments...
“Definitely. Starting from February 21, we suddenly
found ourselves in a real desert, but we reorganized
immediately to keep working. Our office doors
have always been open: me and few more people
came to work and all our employees moved out
to work from home. We have been holding on
even in the worst moments, when our member
companies were desperately looking for information
to understand how they could continue their business, which conditions were required to keep
their companies open… The emergency forced
us to redesign roles: the government announced
new measures on Saturdays, but on Sundays no
official information was still available, so we often

The seat of FederlegnoArredo.

missed the necessary information to know whether
companies could open on Monday morning. I remember sending out a circular letter to all member
companies on a Sunday evening at 9 p.m.
This event has reaffirmed the importance of timely
and constant communications for an association.
We include eleven associations, and maybe for
the first time we have really joined together and
acted as one entity. We have also reflected about
the importance of supply chains within the federation, realizing that, for instance, a "humble"
segment like packaging actually helped people
make ends meet: for many weeks, the production
of coffins recorded impressive growth, while other
associations were losing all their business.
President Orsini has brought a new balance
among all associations: furniture is always on
top, but the balances have changed. The association is ready to support and collaborate with everyone: we really networked with the companies,
we restored the export flows one week before
May 4, we gave clear directions for online sales,
we played a key role in the discussion with the
government".
Mr Cerullo, what's the lesson learned?
“We have learned to be smarter, and consequently more effective, able to share news with
all our members in few minutes, to give immediate
feedback around the clock. Many have discovered the usefulness of video conferences and
we even made online inspections, authorized
by the competent ministries. We have understood
that interaction is essential, that smart working
opens new horizons that will lead to a new approach to work. We all have realized the value
of real collaboration, and that we must set aside
competition to pursue a common goal. This
event has shown that some aspects of globalization will be further developed, that we are all
connected and mutually dependent.
We carry on despite everything, with strong determination and different levels of concern in
each segment of our federation. For instance,
Asal, the association of exhibition stand builders,
has been hit extremely hard by this period
without exhibitions".
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Will we emerge stronger?
“I don't know”, Cerullo replied after pondering a
few moments. “I don't know if our industry will
come out of this stronger. We have no reliable figures… It all depends on the aids for companies,
but we estimate that 15 percent might not make
it. We will get over this somehow, this is positive,
and in the medium term we will benefit from a
"home desire" that will drive people to improve
the comfort and visual impact of their homes, as
well as create multifunction areas to live and
work. As a result, demand might increase. The
relationships between businesses, associations
and State will become stronger, and tools like
Facebook, Linkedin, Whatsapp, Zoom will become
extensions of our business...".
What about the Furniture Show?
“There will be a negative impact on the furniture
industry, we are already seeing that. Someone is
testing new channels, but the Salone del mobile
will be back in 2021. We had no alternative choice:
we tried to, we thought we could host the exhibition
when we were told that they would reopen flights
from China and we had positive feedback. We
still believed that the situation could be managed,
but the 21st, three days later, was a memorable
day: in the morning, the national strike of the
wood and furniture industry with a demonstration
outside our offices, and in the afternoon the
Codogno disaster was revealed and panic spread.
We had to change again and decided – together
with Milan Mayor Sala and all stakeholders – that
“…Milan must open and live", and we announced
the delay to June. Then the situation worsened
and we had to postpone to 2021".

20 thousand hard-to-find facemasks
were sent to all member companies.

Who could expect that?
“We have lived, we are living and we hope we
will not have to live again in the future like a
movie where everyone is responsible for their
own decisions. Tragic events have struck our
companies and our federation, with desperation
for the loss of our dear ones, with pain for what
we have seen and experienced. This has been a
tough lesson from a human point of view, for all
of us, and I hope we can emerge stronger and
better "inside". We have really touched and experienced that globalization plays a key role for
the destiny of Italy, we have realized how many
problems we would face without effective supplies
of raw materials. On the other hand, we have
also seen what it means to lose the distribution
channel: when furniture stores closed down, it
was like we had no oxygen to breathe. We are all
strictly connected and we are doomed to collaborate, talk, discuss, look for each other…
In a few weeks we will take stock of the situation.
We have launched a clear signal, postponing
the deadline for the payment of the second part
of the association fee, although we have the
same financial problems as any company...
We all know that problems will continue, but we
have the determination and capacity to deal
with this horrible season and to prove, once
again, that Italian people can always create opportunities even in the worst scenarios. I am
sure about that".
by Luca Rossetti n

www.federlegnoaredo.it
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TOOLS

GIANLUCA FANTACCI PRESIDENT OF THE TOOLMAKER GROUP
A few months ago, before the storm that swept
the world, the assembly of the Acimall Tool
Group chose the new president, appointing Gianluca Fantacci of G3 Fantacci in Poggibonsi,
near Siena.
“The “pre-virus” scenario already seems so far
away. The past weeks were so hard and intense
that each day seemed to last one week, sometimes
one month. I had all the time to think about my
new role, the reasons why I accepted it, what I
would like to share and do. Let me add that there
were not so many candidates running for presidency - Fantacci added with a smile - mostly because, I think, it has never been easy in the past
to translate the value of people, of the "supporters"
of this group, into significant initiatives. For instance,
I knew this organization, I attended the meetings
but - just like all my colleagues - I always had a
feeling we could, we should do more.
Italian tools represent expertise, quality and
services appreciated all over the world, although
they originate from a highly segmented and fragmented economic system. The first question we
all should answer is why we do not join forces.
Don't you think it's high time we changed our
attitude? Why not officially create a network
that already exists, find a formula that preserves
the independence of each player but helps us

become better entrepreneurs, develop our businesses, strengthen our presence in the territories
where we live and work?”.
Is this the reason why you accepted?
“Yes. I believe that we have to change the world
and we have to do that in all the areas where
we operate, at least we have to try. I did not
pick the best moment: after a difficult economic
period, we had to face the Coronavirus crisis,
and after months of efforts and too much pain,
we still don't know where we are going. I would
like to get recognition for the values of Italian
tools, everyone should know we are there, and
all our member companies can work together
to the benefit of everyone".
Mr President, you mentioned international competition...
"We are confronted with big companies getting
ever bigger, countries that produce more and
more each day, and with better and better
quality. If we remain small and do not join forces,
it will not take long for our competitors to swallow
us. An industrial system made up of small companies cannot be successful forever; making
good quality tools for neighborhood customers
or offering quick deliveries is no longer enough,

even if you supply
a customer-specific
milling tool within the
next day.
This is certainly an
undisputable value,
but it should fit into
a much wider industrial vision. It's
not a secret that at
least 50 percent of
Italian tools production currently goes
to export. Over the
Gianluca Fantacci.
years, tools have
changed a lot: production has diversified, automation has increased and there are more and more financial
challenges. You need to invest in research,
and not only to sell".
Are you prisoners in your own home?
"Maybe. And I also have to talk about the relationship we must build with equipment manufacturers, this is essential to develop new tools
and new solutions, so that the machine-tool
combination can keep the promise.
In Tuscany, we have good relations with manu-

He may not be a young guy, but Gianluca Fantacci has all the qualities
(age, experience, curiosity, sharing approach) to be an excellent president of the group
of business owners who represent the tool industry within Acimall.

IN MEMORY OF...

GIANCARLO ANSELMI
Last May 4, Giancarlo Anselmi passed away. He had to
surrender to time and the disease that had relentlessly
weakened him. Born 1936,
Anselmi was a very curious
man and a bright mind, with
strong social and political passion; these characteristics led
him to give a significant contribution also to the association
of Italian woodworking technology manufacturers.
He served as president of
Acimall, the Italian industry association, from
2000 to 2002, during one of the most challenging
and tough periods for the association, a time
when it was not easy to find a compromise
among distant position. He tried hard and he
devoted all his energy to this task. He was also
called to chair Efimall – the organizers of Interbimall, that under his presidency was renamed
to Xylexpo – and Cfi, the industry exhibition
committee of Confindustria.

Remembering him, someone wrote “He was born
in Veneto, his family came from the Marches,
he was adopted by Lombardy, but the truth is
that, wherever he went, he was at home. In
Greece he was a Greek, in Yemen a Yemenite…
". Hi curiosity, his desire to know different civilizations
and cultures drove him to travel across Italy and
around the world: just a few years ago, approaching
his eighties, he had toured Romania in a caravan,
one of this most iconic trips.

“Anselmi was an old-time man – remembers
Ambrogio Delachi, another past-president of
Acimall – with a style and a culture that are
more and more difficult to find today. He was
very engaged with the association, on a national
and international level, even if the wood industry
was not so relevant for his company, more focused on other business sectors. We met and
we discussed, sometimes we argued, but always
with great mutual respect.
He was very skilled in public relations at all
levels, with an extended network of contacts,
while his bright mind and experience helped
him face every situation in the best possible
way… he gave a lot to the association."

“His passion for travelling is really the biggest
lesson he has left”, remembers his son Sergio,
who has been in charge for running Bruno Balducci, the family company, since 2004, specializing
in air intake and filtration systems. “At work, he
was a perfectionist and he taught us to look further ahead, to consider all possible consequences of our actions: his decisions, his actions,
his reasons were never trivial, he really believed
that everyone of us has clear responsibilities
and must take into account everything that surrounds us, saving his own interest till last. His
company, our company could be much bigger
and much more relevant today, but probably
with more enemies and less justice…". n
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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facturers, although it's basically a customersupplier relationship, nothing more. We help
each other with no preferential relationship, although I know that someone has taken a different
direction, aiming to be more "self-sufficient".
You see, one of my objectives as Tool Group
president is to encourage each member company
to be more involved, this is the first of three key
points submitted at the latest assembly. We
have to realize that union makes strength and
that we cannot wait any longer. We also have to
drive the digital transformation of our companies. The third point is to increase and improve
the collaboration with machinery manufacturers,
creating meeting and communication opportunities to show them what we can offer".
Mr President, where do we start from?
"From a vision of the future and from experience.
My company has eighteen employees and 2.5
million revenues approximately, mostly generated
by sales of products made in our own factory. We
work a lot on the phone, via Skype, with chats,
we have employees who can speak many languages. We specialize in planing and chair production, but in recent years we have become
more and more "generalist". This is what I am,
what we are. We have made huge efforts to keep
this company healthy and lively. Now it's time for
new paradigms: each company must merge their
story into a bigger dream. We must do that!"
by Luca Rossetti n
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

“TOPSOLID”, SUCCESSFUL CAD/CAM
ALSO IN THE FURNITURE BUSINESS...
A software platform from design to resource management,
from production (meaning "computer aided manufacturing")
to product data management: with these tools, even small and medium
companies can improve their organization and be more "industrial".
When you think about advanced IT tools, the
mind goes to the engineering department or production managers of big companies. More and
more often we meet owners of small enterprises,
including handicraft businesses, who have realized
that digital transformation makes the difference if
they want to be competitive. This trend has established, but not to the extent it should.
This is one of the reasons why we accepted the
invitation by TopSolid – the company presented
in the box – to meet one of their major customers

in Cesano Maderno, one of many furniture factories in Brianza which has had to fight hard to
withstand the wind of change in recent years.

“Our story dates back more than one hundred
years, when my great grandfather began to
make furniture. It was the early twentieth century
and, after buying some land from the Borromeo
family, he built his workshop in Cesano Maderno."
In this town, twenty kilometers from Milan, thirty
from Como, we met Fausto Provasi, architect

and co-owner of Proma-Provasi Mobili Arredamenti with his brother Giorgio.
Their story has ancient roots, and in line with
Brianza's tradition, the business has been handed
down from father to son, until the current generation
of Provasi brothers. “I started with a different experience”, Fausto Provasi said. “I worked for
many years in an interior design studio in Milan,
and then came back to work with my brother,
who is in charge for production, in 2005”.
A small business - seven employees, revenues close to one million euro, mostly focused on the Italian market - with very clear
ideas, resulting into the
Fausto Provasi.
creation of an enterprise network (Mob-Int
International Interiors www.mobint.it) in 2011 to
expand beyond the domestic market: “We were
too small to operate alone, and today, joining
forces with three furniture makers in our area, we
can present our offer also abroad. The present
time is difficult, but we can rely on our integrated
manufacturing process".

Dall’idea al mobile finito con “TopSolid”.

MISSLER SOFTWARE “TOP SOLID”
Interior decorations are a wide-scope business, with ever different requirements and strong
customization. “Top Solid’Wood” supports creativity, allowing to manage the entire process
from design to manufacturing. It's the "core" of a digital factory, where designers, technical department and machines are fully integrated.
The product is more and more popular in our country, thanks to the commitment of Top Solid
Italia, with headquarters in Modena and offices in Vigevano, Turin, Padua and Rome; the
Italian branch is one of the most active and reputable members of the French group Missler
Software, boasting great technical know-how shared with the global Top Solid community.
The group offers software entirely "made in Europe", investing 30 percent of the annual
revenues to improve and expand the product functionalities.
Missler is a giant with thirty years of experience, over 100 thousand licenses around the world
and 30 million revenues, with 220 employees; it's one of the big players in the area of Cad
(Computer aided design), Cam (Computer aided manufacturing), Pdm (Praoduct data management) and Erp (Enterprise resource planning) solutions for mechanical engineering, sheet
metal, molds and dies, furniture. The Top Solid product range includes tools for design, manufacturing and management, compatible with each other for a wide spectrum of industries,
from aerospace to furniture, from transportation to energy, from medical to plants.
Founded in France, Missler Software has six subsidiaries in Brazil, the United States, Italy,
Switzerland, Turkey and China, with more than 60 distributors and 50 thousand customers
around the world.
www.topsolid.it
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What do you mean?
“We've been using Top Solid since the end of
2007; another company of the group adopted
the same solution a few years ago, and another
one a few weeks ago, so we have a common
design language that streamlines our work.
Moreover, we all have numerical control machines,
so we can exchange files to make furniture or
elements on any machine. We made the most of
the lockdown period by creating a sort of "catalog",
a library we all share, to further increase our integration not only for design, but also for production organization and optimization.
We are all small companies, and when we get
significant orders, we need to work together as
one factory, while preserving our individual peculiarities: for instance, we have developed
some materials and processes that today are
accessible to everyone. In this way, we have
more expertise and we can give different answers
to satisfy our old and new customers.
We work with the best brands of Italian furniture,
but the focus of this project is on residential customers, although we also serve restaurants, offices
and anyone requesting tailor-made design furniture,
a project designed ad-hoc for a specific space".
How do you work?
“We define a project and with “Top Solid” we
transform it into a 3D object, as the software is a
very effective solid modeler that allows to see the
piece of furniture before manufacturing it. Before
adopting Top Solid, we designed in 2D, then prepared the manufacturing bills and the orders for
suppliers, and finally we programmed the numerical
control machines in their own language. Many
steps, too many mistakes, and we never knew
what the final result would be. Now, with Top
Solid, we have a ready-to-use object library, we
only design "details", and in the workshop no one
needs to know how to instruct a machine to make
a specific piece, because our machining centers
are "trained" directly by the software.
I remember when we were asked to modify a
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kitchen set for a boat. To begin with, normally
we had to wait for the boat to sail back to the
Genoa harbor to take measurements; instead,
we retrieved the drawings, prepared the modifications, sent a clear simulation to the customer
to be approved, passed all instructions to production... It's all faster, we can work remotely which is essential with foreign customers - and
we have minimized the number of mistakes. For
a customer in Russia, we sent a video to show
the assembly procedure for his furniture, which
was also generated with the powerful capabilities
of Top Solid”.
A big step forward compared to pencil, hammer
and chisel...
“…but still in line with the tradition of our region
and with our woodworking and furniture-making
skills. After all, we have "just" digitalized the experience of our family, using a software that
gives life to our imagination and turns dots and
lines into toolpaths for our machining centers, so
as to produce elements that, once finished and
assembled, will make up the piece of furniture
we imagined. Technology has not impoverished
our job, it has helped us go beyond, continue
the transformation of Brianza that cannot be
made of icons, it has to be able to manage the
growing complexity of this work with machines
and software, with more and more powerful tools.
Taste, customers, design, product and its application requirements have changed.
At a certain point of our story, we realized that
we also had to change, knowing that with all
these transformations, technical tools will be
more and more important. When we chose Top
Solid in 2007, among different solutions we had
evaluated, we were impressed by the fact that
the software was designed and developed based
on a specific knowledge of wood and woodbased panels. The "wood release", that's how I
love to call it, was light years ahead of other solutions with the same technical level, as it offered
a library and tight integration with our machines.
After thirteen years of daily use, I can say we
are very satisfied and most of our success
comes from a tool that allows us to have a comprehensive view of our job, at every stage, evolving exactly like we need to evolve! Today we
have many more possibilities, we can design,
share with customers and then manufacture,
more and more easily every day. There is another
factor I want to stress, namely that Top Solid is
effective in helping us present to architects and
customers a lifelike picture of what we will deliver
to the construction site or to their house. This
capability is more and more relevant also for installers, who may need more accurate instructions
for measure-made furniture".
And what about customization?
“I believe that the users of any software would
like to have it cut to size for their habits. Of
course, it cannot be like that, but I can say that
we often required complex changes that we
found in later releases. This proves that they
pay attention and that technology, digital transformation, does not reduce creativity, instead it
provides tools to give life to ideas in a simple,
quick and effective way".
by Luca Rossetti n
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ANNIVERSARIES

60 YEARS FOR HOMAG GROUP
Jokes apart, we want to highlight the milestone
achieved by one of the most popular and celebrated players in the woodworking industry and
beyond. In "normal" times, at one exhibition or
another, there would have been parties and fireworks, but considering what happened, we really
understand and approve the Homag management
decision to wait for more suitable times.

“Talking about such an important anniversary is
very easy but at the same time really difficult”,
said Walter Crescenzi, managing director at
Homag Italia. “It's easy to indulge in celebrations,
just like it's understandable to forget something,
but I can say that, through 60 years of history,
Homag Group has developed a huge quantity
of innovative solutions and secured a strong
market position. We are a global giant.
Our story began with Gerhard Schuler and
Eugen Hornberger, back in 1960; with their
forward-looking vision, they founded Hornberger
Maschinenbaugesellschaft, sowing the seeds
of the current “Homag forest”. Together, they
laid the foundations of the company's success,
with strong dedication and strategic vision;
from the very start, Gerhard Schuler really
"shaped" the group in his role of managing director, board member and supervisory board
chairman until 2015, when he retired. Since
then, he has always stayed close
to his creature, until
he passed away
on February 23,
2020, on Homag's
sixtieth anniversary.
Next to him, Eugen
Hornberger, a humble iron monger
Walter Crescenzi.
who, as early as
1948, had already
created different patented solutions, all addressed
to the furniture industry: I read somewhere that,
at the Hanover Fair in 1962, they presented one
of his best creations, a continuous edgebanding
machine that turned Homag into a reference in
the woodworking business”.
Homag was definitely a pioneer of the technological
evolution that changed the way of manufacturing
furniture and processing wood: what were the
key milestones in your opinion?

“First of all, I want to reaffirm Homag's vision,
i.e. creating a pool of companies to provide the
woodworking and furniture industry with high
technology and innovation across all process
stages. Starting from the first dual throughfeed
edgebanding machine in the Sixties, we have
delivered a constant flow of machinery and solutions that anticipated, even more than responded to, the needs of furniture manufacturers.
Just think about our double-sided squaring
edgebanding machines or the machining centers for the edgebanding of shaped panels,
which combine the edgebanding process with
numerical control technology. Not to mention
our plants for smaller and
smaller batches, down to
“batch one”, or the
throughfeed point-topoint drilling machines
“Bst 100” and “Bst 800”,
which have set a new
standard for flexibility and
speed. Homag has created the first panel saws
with articulated arm
robots that load the panels and execute all the
operations up to unloading and palletizing, as

Maybe the pandemic
is taking away energy
and enthusiasm,
or maybe in Schopfloch
they have always
preferred to be
practical and
"essential", but we
expected at least an
invitation to taste a
slice of cake for the
sixtieth anniversary...

well as our “Agv” (Automatic Guided Vehicles)
to transfer panels and semifinished parts from
one machine to another, along planned and
monitored routes.
I believe that the intuition, the dream of our two
founders have become a reality in these sixty
years, thanks to a combination of invention,
production, software, consulting... Without such
an effective mix and integration of different
factors and skills, today we wouldn't be leaders
in digital products and one of the too players in
the Industry 4.0 domain".
What has changed in the way you relate to your
customers?
“Let's say now we enjoy the work we have been
doing for all these years, we have achieved a
very high level of customer loyalty, conquered
day by day with the quality of our solutions. Those
who choose our machines join a club built around
active collaboration. Let me add that the strength
of a company lies in the ability to consolidate
collaboration with customers, and especially
guarantee the reliability of their investments.
Today we have 6,600 employees in 14 production
sites; a 30 percent global market share in wood
and furniture technology with 1.3 billion euro
revenues, 23 subsidiaries and 63 partners selling
all around the world: if we had not proved to tens
of thousands of customers what we can do, we
would not be able to boast such figures now…”.
…and what is going to change in the next sixty
years? Which challenges are awaiting you?
“We have seen big revolutions, from manual
equipment to more and more automated solutions
and plants. New materials have been introduced
and wood has almost disappeared; new technologies have been developed and new safety
standards introduced. Globalization has led to
the rise of big industrial groups, and consequently,
the number of companies in both industries has
decreased. New markets have opened, deeply
changing global trade flows, and the latest trend
is digitization: who could anticipate that, in such
a short time, there would be so many big changes?
Technology has made giant steps and much
more will change, but I think one thing will never
change: the direct relationship with customers
as the main source of ideas. Homag's history is
built on that, on "growing together". Standing
close to those who have selected us is essential
to stay at the top of the ranking".

huge event should take place from September
21 to November 21: that's 60 days, exactly...".
One last question: you have made several acquisitions over the years and now the Dürr group...
“We have always presented ourselves as "onestop partners", and the acquisition of some
many companies and their expertise has helped
us achieve this status. Brandt in 1976, Friz in
1980, Bargstedt in 1985, Weeke in 1986,
Holzma in 1987, Ligmatech in 1990, Weinmann
in 1998, Bütfering in 2002, Torwegge in 2003
were the milestones of our expansion; today we
can meet all requirements from handicraft businesses to furniture giants. The acquisition of
the Dürr group has been another step forward,
as we could deploy visions and skills "imported"
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Do you want to talk about celebrations?
“I'll be glad to. Considering the constraints of
the pandemic and the necessary sobriety, we
are planning regional and/or national versions
of our “Homag Treff” in line with the prescriptions
of local authorities. We will organize events for
small groups of operators, our "LiveStreams",
so that we can show our technology and have a
toast, while ensuring the highest safety standards.
We are also thinking about an international
online event called "60 years of Homag, 60
days of meetings", involving all our production
sites, showrooms and several subsidiaries. This

Gerhard Schuler and Eugen Hornberger.
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from the automotive industry.
We are now ready for the next sixty years,
where automation, digital transformation and
the adoption of less and less human-intensive
production systems will set the pace. Everything
will be easier, we will be able to see what's
going on at any time in every area of a company,
handle each stage, measure every action of
humans or machines. There is still a lot to do
and we know we have much time to test, verify
and maybe change our mind, always remembering that our key objective is to stand close
to those who have selected us".
by Luca Rossetti n

www.homag.com
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COMPANIES

From a single embossing
machine created by
Renzo Borgonovo
to a specializing business.
Luca Borgonovo tells about
the company and its evolution
over time with an eye
to the future...

RENZO BORGONOVO:
IT'S ALL ABOUT HERITAGE

In English culture, the concept of legacy goes
beyond simple inheritance, it is not limited to material goods, it has a deeper meaning. Not only
inheritance, but rather heritage. A transition from
generation to generation, handing down not only
papers, agreements or contracts, but a philosophy,
a way of living and working. “The company
Renzo Borgonovo was created by my father”.
And now, fifty years since its foundation, it has
been driven by Luca Borgonovo for some time.
From father to son, to carry on an idea and a
vision of the industry.

“My father opened his own business in the
Sixties, he repaired machines in the beginning,
after working as an employee in another company. Then he created his first machine: a hotmelt embossing machine (model “300 I”), selffinanced and manufactured with local resources”.
It was an individual piece, but also the start of a
strong Italian business, which in 2019 reached
1.5 million euro turnover and employed twelve
people in a 4-thousand-square-meter factory, with
a clear guideline. “Right now, the wood industry
is divided into big companies with huge product
portfolios and smaller niche players, specializing
in few products and focusing of market segments
neglected by industry giants. We have decided
to specialize in a very specific segment of the
woodworking industry, namely embossing machines".
This decision, which is bringing great satisfaction
to the Brianza-based company, “came by itself”,
Borgonovo says. “During an exhibition, a Dutch
wood flooring manufacturer, after seeing one of
our small machines for frames, requested to
have one for floorings and we made it on
purpose. Everything started then." It started "almost by chance", a successful challenge that
took Renzo Borgonovo by surprise. “I must be
honest: when we made this machine, we did
not expect what would happen. We created it,
but we did not really believe in the potential of
this product range. Not from a technical point
of view, because we were aware of the value of
our work, but from a market perspective, related
to the trends that existed at that time. And
instead, we had to change our mind. The market
went into that direction and we can only be satisfied with the results so far".
Trends were changing, the market moved, the
products made by Renzo Borgonovo proved their
quality, but the climb presented some obvious
troubles in the initial stage of expansion, especially
for the corporate image, for a company that was
not known until then for that type of operations.
“Our wood embossing machines immediately
turned out to be excellent products, but it was
not easy to approach prospects in that dress.
After all, we came from the industry of profile
machining, and wood flooring manufacturers
did not know who we were, yet, so we had to introduce ourselves, take them directly to the
factory and show them the value of what they
were going to buy. After seeing the product,
they were quickly convinced".
Embossing machines, the turning point. But which
are the benefits compared to "previous" methods?
“One of the embossing methods used a vertical

Luca Borgonovo.

press, with enough power to achieve a very
"deep" result. While the result might seem
identical to modern wood embossing machines,
there were two clear limits. The first one was
technical, i.e. such a tool could only handle one
format; the second was economic, because a
machine like that might cost more than 700
thousand euro, without considering the price of
molds. Our embossing machines today cost
ten times less and the roller system is very
competitive, in terms of costs and processing
time. Even working with “Mdf” (“medium density
fibreboard”, a very compact wood-based panel
made of ultra-thin bonded fiber, editor's note),
which is the most complicated material of all,
we can achieve a working speed of one meter
per second".
Where does this cost and time benefit come
from?
“The roller surely offers huge benefits, it works
faster and the costs are lower. A machine with
two or three rollers costs between 80 and 90
thousand euro. Much less than vertical presses.
You also have to consider the strength of our
machines, which will not suffer even under huge
stress and intensive usage. We might say that a
roller is forever”.
Let's get into the operating details of these machines...
“Our embossing machines are equipped with
rollers covered with customizable patterns that,
through pressure and high temperature, are
transferred onto wood and etched, obtaining a

"negative pattern" with numerical control. The
cylinders are then heated by electric resistors
or propane gas technology, which directly heat
the roller through a conductor. Heat is a constant
flow that enables continuous machine operation,
optimizing its work. The panels are fed below
the rollers, they can have different sizes according
to the embossing machine and the final product
requested by the customer," Borgonovo adds.
“You have to pay attention to the dimensions of
the substrates. On very thin panels, approximately
4 millimeters, deep embossing risks to spoil the
material, possibly causing excessive curving
that might require to repeat the process. We
have solved this issue by heating the roller
above and below, so as to leverage consistent
heat to avoid a "banana" effect and keep the
piece straight".
A clear progress in quality appreciated by Borgonovo.
“Digital prints are beautiful, but they lack the
physical and 3D texture that only an embossing
machine can create, although digital printers
have always been very successful and appreciated. Customers really appreciate custom patterns and the possibility to submit an original
sample to process a part according to their
specifications".
The results achieved are not distracting the company from its focus on innovation and technological
progress, the continuous search for better solutions
to keep expanding its customer portfolio.
“So far, with our machines we can handle up to
1,300 millimeter wide parts, but we want to
keep improving and increasing the dimensions.
The market is asking to reach up to 2,400 millimeters, especially to emboss mdf and we
want to be ready, but of course the machines
for this kind of embossing process will be more
complex than the current ones".

The embossing machines, as already mentioned,
have become an ace in the hole of Renzo Borgonovo, but they only represent a portion of the turnover of the Brianza company.
“We must admit that sixty percent of our revenues
are generated by hot and cold presses, and

they also account for the same share on export,
but we have more families of excellent products,
which are selling well and are appreciated by
customers. We have wood finishing products
including spraying machines, loaders and unloaders and gilding machines. We also deal
with spraying operations".
What about Mdf...
“We are working a lot with this material, because
the countries in Northern Europe, especially
Russia, use it and know it well. As we come
from the frames industry, for which we used
softer and nobler materials, we had to make an
effort to introduce brand new models in the
past four years, but the results are really excellent".
A change of perspective on the market, with new
materials and a new specialization in embossing
machines, with clear origins according to Borgonovo.
"It all results from the evolution and changes that
the sector is experiencing. In the past, we executed
all profile operations, but today there are no more
real frame makers. Our destination markets where
Italy, Spain, Portugal and America, we went to
specific exhibitions like "Quadrum Saca" in Bologna,
which lasted four days and took four months to
prepare, but as the market shrank, many customers
quit and we adapted our business model. The
shrinkage of the picture frame market led many
companies to look for used equipment, with a
consequent reduction of machine purchases by
frame manufacturers.
The Renzo Borgonovo brand is a model that has
been increasingly exported and recognized beyond the national borders. "95 percent of our
sales come from export," Borgonovo says. “The
foreign market is very demanding, it requests
special solutions, but it also offers great satisfaction, and once the agreement is closed,
there is no surprise".
The strong "xenophilia", based on obvious economic reasons, has not reduced the company's
interest for the domestic market. “We have been
working with some Italian companies, but such
relationships are rare. We would like to increase
our commitment and collaboration with Italian
companies, but so far we have not found suitable
conditions to pursue this objective,” Borgonovo
concludes.
Between Italy and abroad, between history and
future, the Renzo Borgonuovo legacy lives on.
by Francesco Inverso n

Renzo Borgonovo
receiving "Brianza
Economica" prize.

Borgonovo in the Sixties...
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NEWS

HOMAG

WOOD MARKET

Strengthens leading position

Growth during the lockdown for the Coronavirus pandemic

Homag has started its China business already
forty years ago in a close partnership with
Homag China Golden Field (HCGF).
With 450 employees HCGF joins Homag Group
in China to form one united organization. In this
new setup, a team of 750 employees in total will
serve their Chinese customers. The merger is
expected to be effective in autumn 2020 subject
to local regulatory approvals.
Within China, Homag is the international provider
with a full-scope organization including engineering, production, sales and service. Homag
is able to offer complete solutions including
software packages and digital tools to match

The Coronavirus Pandemic has negatively impacted the supply chains for numerous industry
sectors worldwide the past few months, but it
has not stopped the global trade of forest products. For the Wood Resources International, a
forest industry consulting firm that specializes
in evaluations of global forest resources, one
sector that has remained fairly strong during
the initial period of the epidemic is the forest
products industry.
In the “Wood Resources Quarterly”, a quarterly
market report focusing on the global wood
market, Wood Resources International highlighted

how the import of softwood logs has increased
by 14 percent in China and 19 percent in South
Korea, while exports of this type of timber from
Australia and Canada have increased by about
70 per cent compared to the previous month.
Not only softwood logs. Softwood Lumber, for
example, also increased, with New Zealand and
Canada increasing their exports by 32 and 25
percent compared to the previous month, resulting
in an increase in imports from China (59 percent),
states United (27 percent), the United Kingdom
(13 percent) and Japan (10 percent).
Also wood pulp and hardwood chips increased

their market. Demand for toilet paper, face
masks, disinfecting wipes, corrugated paper
for cardboard boxes, and wood products for
home renovations are just a few forest products
that have been in unusually high demand in
many countries during this spring.
Despite the difficulty, the woodworking sector
was ready. n

NEW

www.giardinagroup.com

the rising expectations of the market in respect
of quality and latest technology.
Pekka Paasivaara, Ceo Homag Group: "China
as the largest furniture manufacturer in the world
is an important strategic market for Homag. With
this integrated organization and its highly skilled
people Homag is well prepared to meet the future
needs of the Chinese market in terms of growth,
increasing automation and digitalization”.
Markus Vöge, Executive Vice President Sales &
Marketing Homag Group: “The Homag Group
has already been able to demonstrate its competence and strength as a turnkey supplier for many
large-scale customer projects. We are looking
forward to serve our Chinese customers optimally
with high-quality, future-proof solution”. ■

WINTERSTEIGER
Double-digit sales growth in 2019
In 2019, the Wintersteiger group increased its
group turnover by 14 percent to 182 million
euros, thereby achieving an Ebitda margin of
more than 10 percent.
The international machinery and plant engineering
group's turnover reached 182 million euros (up
22 million) in 2019. Nine million euros of the
increase in turnover came from two company acquisitions in Germany (Serra Maschinenbau GmbH
for the Woodtech division) and the Uk (Trials
Equipment UK Ltd. for the Seedmech division),
which took place at the beginning of 2019.
The turnover for the Woodtech business field
grew by 4 million euros to 34 million euros in
2019. Kostka stresses that the division's international growth opportunities remain intact
through the acquisition of Serra and through
the group's own plant engineering company
Vap focusing on the needs of the woodworking
industry. What is particularly pleasing in the
Woodtech division – not least due to the synergies
with Serra – is the excellent utilization of the
saw blade production in the Thuringian town of
Arnstadt, which Wintersteiger significantly expanded in 2018.
In the Metals business field, turnover was also
up by 3 million to 33 million euros in 2019 .
As of December 31, 2019, Wintersteiger employed
1,047 employees worldwide (up 61). At the end
of the year, slightly more than half of these were
working at the company's Austrian sites. n

paintinG the future!
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FOCUS
WAITING FOR XYLEXPO

Let's be honest: we've been feeling like orphans.
A few weeks ago, all of us, or most, should have been in Milan for the
27th Xylexpo, the biennial international exhibition of technology,
equipment and semifinished materials for the wood and furniture
industry. We could not be there. We have missed so many exhibitions,
in Italy and around the world, during this sort of lethargy caused by the
Coronavirus.
But we kept ourselves busy, we never gave up: we worked from home
or in half-empty offices, to be ready to reopen the factories, in a climate
of uncertainty and worry that we are still feeling on our skin. We at Xylon
did not stop, of course, although we cannot say things have been going
on as usual. We tried to figure out what this May/June issue would have
been like, if this year had been like all the others, which would have
been the contents if we had to distribute it at Xylexpo, according to
tradition.
As you know, those who publish industry magazines have a "reference
calendar" onto which we base our editorial plans. And the May/June of
Xylon International issue in even-numbered years was and will be "the
Xylexpo issue".
We felt like orphans, we said. It seemed impossible that this issue could
be like the others, that it would not be dedicated to "our" exhibition... We
say "our" not only our of affection and because it is one of the most
important events in the world, but also because we never miss the
opportunity to reaffirm, very clearly, that we and Xylexpo "belong" to
Cepra, the operating company of Acimall, the Italian association of
wood technology manufacturers.
So, here's our “Focus on Xylexpo”, with just an additional “Waiting
for…”. We are waiting for the next edition, and meanwhile, we give
recognition to all the companies that have not stopped and have
continued to innovate, to create opportunities, to expand their
subsidiaries, to acquire companies, to invent new solutions, to open
new markets. In the next pages you will find small and big stories,
where "new" is the keyword. If you stop, you are really lost, now more
than ever... (l.r.) n
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DDX: SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
FOR TWENTY YEARS
More than 70 employees, headquarters in Bergamo
and two subsidiaries abroad in Germany and
Spain. DDX Software Solutions specialize in
software solutions for for the operators of woodworking industry, plastic industry, stone and glass
processing industry. Reliable and user-friendly
applications, supporting companies in highly specific and complex daily operations.
The software applications from the Bergamobased company are used all over the world.
Such global reach is the result of 20-year experience in the field and strategic partnerships with
the leading numerical control machinery manufacturers, an approach that has supported the
company's growth over the years.

“Our business figures are representative of our
dimensions, with an average 20 percent growth
rate in the past five years, an increasingly global
customer portfolio and new relationships with
emerging markets,” said Dario Finazzi, sales
manager and co-founder. In the wood industry,
the company has been specializing with different
applications to help customers achieve their goals,
specifically with a dedicated cad-cam software
package and different vertical applications for
the design and production of semifinished materials
and finished wooden parts, for interior decorations
and for constructions.
The most popular and versatile solution is “EasyWood”, a parametric cad-cam software installed

on the major five-axis NC machining centers for
the complete management of all woodworking
process stages: design and workpiece import,
process and tool control, placement, clamping,
automatic 3D collision detection with simulation,
machining optimization, use of raw materials, and
machining program generation. An efficient and
reliable software package, now at release 6.7,
with a modular concept that can be customized
to customer needs.
The cad-cam software is complemented by vertical
applications for the main segments of the wood
industry, including “PowerWin” for doors and
windows, “PowerStairs” for staircases, “EasyBeam” and “EasyWall” for construction beams
and walls, up to the design of complete interior
decoration schemes and tailor-made cabinets.
A full range of software solutions meets the most
complex requirements, operating with the most
popular numerical control machining centers. n

www.ddxgroup.com

GREDA, WAITING FOR XYLEXPO...
“The first months of 2020 have been characterized
by the outbreak of Covid-19: we had to change
our plans and priorities. Even the passing of
time has changed, it has slowed down. I say
slowed down rather than stopped, because in
spite of many challenges, we have never stopped,
and instead, we have decided to re-invent ourselves, turning this challenge into an opportunity
to test our resilience," said Marianna Daschini,
Ceo at Greda srl.
The company based in Mariano Comense (near
Como) is back to tell about a new phase. The
focus remains on made-in-Italy technology,
driven by passion, professionalism and constant
commitment for a company that has been enjoying an established position in the industry for
forty years.
"Today more than ever, keeping up with times is
an imperative need we don't want to neglect;
on the contrary, we are facing this daily challenge
to grow, while keeping a focus on and capturing
new trends," added her brother Piero Daschini
(Ceo).
With their stimulating approach, Greda pursue
constant interaction with their stakeholders: listening is an essential and valuable practice to
develop an unprecedented corporate organization where the specialization in the production
of five-axis machining centers for woodworking
has been complemented with machines for plastics, aluminum and similar materials.
While working on a global scale, the company
has gained a strong reputation as favorite partner
for all those customers who work in smaller

niches with specific requirements, looking for a
partner to identify the most suitable solution for
their needs.
This has resulted into a wide range of machining
centers by Greda: solutions offering high performance, efficiency and accuracy. Marianna Daschini continued: “Once again, Xylexpo will be
the best showcase to present our flagship products, representing Greda's spirit built on creativity,
performance, flexibility, customization and continuous research. I am referring to “Poker V”, a
five-axis machining center equipped with multiple
units to execute several operations, from routing
to finishing a turned piece”.
The review continues with "Diva", a machining
center created a few years ago as a "pocket machine" and then evolved over the years. Originally
designed to machine chair elements, it has developed into a new extra-large configuration for
door production. n

www.greda.it

LEITZ: SOLUTIONS
IN NEW DIMENSIONS
It is obvious that the production of furniture is a
particularly complex manufacturing sector. However, it is also an industry with one of the highest
quality demands on the part of manufacturers
and consumers.
The increasing number of materials, finishes and
applications, as well as different production philosophies and individual production quantities,
mean that the number of challenges for manufacturing companies is constantly increasing.
For the furniture industry, Leitz sees itself as a
solution provider whose products primarily support
flexibility, efficiency and productivity in almost all
processes – and always with the ultimate goal of
guaranteeing the quality of the final product. The
uniquely wide range of solutions extends from
panel sizing to edge finishing or drilling. Depending
on the technical design of the process, whether

using “Cnc” machines or stationary systems,
Leitz offers a tool solution for every conceivable
challenge. Whether it be circular sawblades such
as the “RazorCut” for perfect panel cutting, the
“Diamaster Edgeexpert” shank cutter for perfect
nesting or the new solid carbide hinge boring bit
“Z3/V3”, which enables unrivalled perfect hole
edges with the highest boring performance –
Leitz has got solutions for furniture production
that make it clear why “Made by Leitz” stands for
the highest standards and perfect results.

Cost cutting
Machi
h nes

The material wood is currently experiencing a
true renaissance, both from an aesthetic point of
view but also for reasons such as sustainability
or material properties. The fact that the mechanical
processing of wood is also subject to a process
of change with the most diverse requirements
becomes clear above all in the areas of timber
construction, timber system construction or in
the planing mill industry.
Processes such as planing, finger jointing, sawing,
boring or profile processing – from the point of
view of tool design, working in solid wood across
all industries requires a great deal of knowledge
and experience regarding material properties,
machine concepts and cutting materials.
This year, Leitz will show how more than 140
years of experience in the industry affect current
tool solutions for solid wood processing. Customers
can look forward to solutions for conventional joinery, such as the new solid “TC” solid wood drills
or the new “HeliCut” cutters, and can be curious
about the advantages the new “VariPlan” Integral
planerhead promises in terms of application. n
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… this is Biesse Group's
recipe to face a new era
where innovation capacity
must be fully expressed.
Here's an interesting
"opinion poll" involving
several group officials,
starting from the managing
director Roberto Selci.

SAFETY, DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION,
A WINNING TEAM...
“Today more than ever, we must guarantee the
safety of our collaborators, staff, customers,
suppliers and anyone interacting with our company. To write the future, we definitely need
safety, as well as digital transformation and a
winning team," said Roberto Selci, managing
director of Biesse Group, commenting on what it
means being innovative today, after a pandemic
that has disrupted our way of being, thinking,
imagining...
“The restart of companies and production operations, driven and supported by our distinctive
entrepreneurial spirit, impacts the future and
the well-being of our territory. The continuity of
the so-called country system depends on our
decisions, in compliance with the applicable laws and
regulations," he added. “In this situation, we must learn
a lesson that requires to look into
Roberto Selci”
the future. The sanitary emergency
has accelerated processes that had already
begun in the industry, first of all the digital transformation of factories. As a group, we have invested and will keep investing a lot in the
transition to digital. We have been hiring people,
creating new skills, acquiring tools according to
a clear vision and strong strategy, but we have
to face a rapidly changing scenario. Earlier on,
we focused on hardware first, we started from
the machines, and then moved on to PLCs or
software. Now it's the other way round: you
choose software, a working method for the result
to be achieved, and then you think about the
machine. This requires to be very flexible, skilled
and determined to seize every opportunity."
“We are speaking a different language now –
Selci continued – and we must acknowledge

that, if we want to look ahead and be successful.
Our vision of the future is focused on the assets
that, in recent years, have ensured the success
of our company. Software solutions, new IoT
services and platforms will simplify and streamline
work management, while optimizing the performance and productivity of technology. Concurrently, product innovation with r&d investments
will help maintain a flow of new solutions, both
in the wood and glass&stone segments and in
the sectors of advanced materials and ceramics,
where we have excellent growth margins. The
key is to keep up with times: companies are dynamic and up-to-date depending on the people
who work there, bringing ideas and new methods.
We must be able to adapt to new scenarios,"
Roberto Selci concluded.
CUSTOMER CARE AND NEW SERVICES
Customer experience, transparent communication,
quick and efficient service with immediate customer
satisfaction. This is another area where innovation
is increasingly vital.

“Innovating the service concept was the request
by the Biesse management when the contacted
me. We immediately found a shared vision, the
same desire to go beyond the classical concept
of assistance and to promote not only a technology, but a full experience." This is the statement
given three years ago by Stefano Calestani,
Service Innovation Director of Biesse Group. A
new function, strongly supported by the managing
board to grow also in this area.
In the wake of the corporate philosophy – “Thinkforward” – Biesse Group has decided to invest
in advanced digital projects and tools to offer
new added value to customers, consisting not
only of technological excellence, but also a direct
connection to the company, its professional resources and experience, to work together, day
after day.
In recent years, the company has developed
“Services”, a new organization with new professional roles and leading-edge tools, to respond
to customer requests proactively.
“Our customers are the real big players of our
activity; customer care is the way we are, with a
priority on the continuous improvement of service
quality and customer relations. It's a process of
cultural change that requires significant and
constant investments in people and tools," Calestani said.
Biesse's new "services" are designed to provide
customers with a single point of contact for all after-sales requirements, with consistent processes
and methods all over the world. Within this organization, the customer care manager and the
services area managers are the only references.
The tools adopted to improve the efficiency of the
organization include "Salesforce", the cloud platXYLON INTERNATIONAL

form that has streamlined and optimized the daily
tasks of customer relations management and
troubleshooting.
At Biesse, the search for innovation has resulted
into the creation and constant development of
"Sophia", the digital platform we have been writing
about several times in recent years, providing
customers with a wide range of services to simplify
and optimize the management of their jobs. The
platform sends real-time information and data to
customers and to the company, allowing to
optimize the performance and productivity of machines and plants. With such data, you can
monitor production, analyze machine operation,
identify failures, support customers in maintenance
operations, order spare parts and prevent possible
failures.
PEOPLE
The Pesaro-based group is keeping a strong
focus on people, with personal development and
career tracks for the entire "Service" network. In
2018, as many of you might remember, the company inaugurated “BiesseAcademy”, the training
center for Biesse staff to improved product and
process knowledge. The academy offers classrooms, online courses, video tutorials, laboratories
and, most of all, Biesse machines for engineers
to improve their theorical and practical knowledge.
Not only: the Academy also organizes specific
courses for customers (operators, maintenance
staff, software specialists), with an intensive program of more than 230 sessions, involving over
1,300 participants from all over the world.
AT THE TIME OF CORONAVIRUS...
… this "new scenario" has proved its potential.
"Services are the frontline to customers. Daily
onsite and back-office interactions needed the
immediate deployment of all measures and resources to guarantee the safety of employees
and protect the health of your own resources
and customers. We setup a service business
continuity committee to coordinate all support
initiatives and our proposals to customers around
the world, ensuring continuity in the shipment
of spare parts and in remote support, with focused actions in the field by engineers in full
safety conditions,” Stefano Calestani said.
“The investments made in recent years in the
digital transformation of services and equipment
connectivity have enabled us to use advanced
tools and technology to support our customers.
The IoT “Sophia” platform has helped us monitor
our connected customers daily, with live support
and video assistance via remote streaming,
keeping proactivity as our core value. Similary,
with “Parts Sophia” we have guaranteed continuity in the management and shipment of spare
parts. Our spare parts hubs worldwide and our
regional engineers and service organizations
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have enabled us to stay close to our customers
every day, supporting them through the crisis.
We have trained over 2,100 customer resources
and we have now extended the program to all
resellers around the world, to develop their skills
and their independence in the management of
installed equipment," Calestani concluded.
AND IN THE FUTURE...
“All the solutions we are implementing to deliver
"virtual" live demos of our machines, promote
webinars on popular topics, set up virtual exhibitions or even execute installations and tests
remotely, are a valuable package of assets and
skills that will not disappear when the “Covid19” emergency is over, they will remain as best
practices”, said Giovanni Bellucci, Chief Information Officer.
“Now we are starting the most difficult stage,
recovery, and to face the new economic scenario,
we need discontinuity with the emergency, leveraging our capacity to innovate, reinventing our
business model: being digital is no longer an
option, but a necessity," Bellucci concluded.
… ABOUT COMMUNICATIONS
“With digital communications, investments in
digital tools and continuous analysis, we can
analyze the markets and our contacts in a digital
context, informing them with contents that are
pertaining to and consistent with the situation
we are experiencing”, said Raphaël Prati, Marketing & Communications Director of the group.
“Marketing has a huge opportunity that must
be exploited the best we can; the cost per
contact in digital communications is much lower
than the cost per contact when a salesperson
travels; supporting salespeople with digital tools
for customer selection boosts the effectiveness
of sales operations. More key solutions for B2B
include marketing automation, Customer relationship management and configurators within
e-commerce systems. These tools should support
the convergence between sales and marketing,
which should be leveraged in a synergetic and
consistent way, as it is highly strategic. It is also
important to analyze the context to adapt your
"tone of voice": you have to adapt your strategy,
showing that you are available and close to the
customer.
Companies will have to change, adapting their
communications and facing the cultural change:
exhibitions and events will need to approach
new tools and models, via interactive platforms,
online meeting rooms and streaming demos.
The companies that purse digital transformation
plans, not only in communications, will be able
to minimize the impact on their business and
emerge from the storm stronger than before,"
Prati concluded. n

www.biesse.com
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DIGITAL PRINTING FOR THE WOOD INDUSTRY
With a growing success at an European level, Liyu – the revolutionary brand of industrial digital
printers – presents the new “Kc-Uv”, a flatbed digital solution for printing on rigid substrates. This revolutionary system is ideal to reproduce high-quality images and graphics on materials usually used in
the furniture industry such as wood, glass, plexiglass and ceramic, with a thickness up to 10 cm.
European technology, proprietary electronics and competitiveness of production costs are the key
elements of “Kc-Uv” that are defining its success in the wood industry. The system, in fact, is suitable
for direct printing (without primer) of materials such as mdf and laminates, even in the single piece.
Printing in six colors with resolution up to 2880 dpi insures tone and excellent color rendering passes
too. The process is enabled by the sucked working plane, equipped with motor inverter which allows
to move heavy materials and also to keep them securely fastened during the actual printing. Uv lamps
guarantee immediate drying in order to move on to the next processing, even at high temperatures
(ink guaranteed up to 200 °C). Available in two sizes, 3,050x2,050 mm and 2,500x1,250 mm, “KcUv” is configured on demand to perfectly meet the specific production needs of each customer

and can be upgraded over time based on volume growth.
Furthermore, Italian customers can take
advantages from the pre-sale consultancy
and after-sale assistance offered by the Liyu Italian
team. Liyu Italia headquarters and showroom are based in
Peschiera Borromeo, very closed to Milan. From here the company
directly supplies spare parts and works in collaboration with authorized
dealers, including Colorcopy which is in charge for distribution of Liyu equipment in the North and in
the Centre of Italy. At the Italian Liyu headquarters takes place a fully equipped Demo Room where are
installed all the printing machines of the wide range in order to test specific performances. In the
Demo Room a gallery of printed sample is available too, so that customers can touch directly the
output quality of these cutting-edge printers. n

OLISPEED:
POWER
SPINDLES
Parts of your
u business
since
si
i e 1969

When Olispeed was born, back in 2016, the
basic concept was clear: build a project and an
organization that, over the years, might grow into
a strong competitor among industry players. This
was the mission shared by the two "souls" of the
company: the Wolong group, a Chinese corporation with a leading position in the production of
electric motors, and Oli, a Modena-based company specializing in the building industry since
1961. A marriage based on a shared project, a
brand only four years old, but with thirty years of
experience brought by its people.
The company is entirely made-in-Italy, independent, free of organization and financial ties with
specific OEMs, created to develop, manufacture
and sell power spindles, the flagship of Olispeed,
milling heads and accessories for machine tools
for a wide range of materials, from wood to aluminum, from plastics to glass and stone, up to
metalworking.

“For a new brand, it's not easy to find space in
the market. It takes dedication, strong will and
perseverance. And excellent products, of course”.
Luca Amici, business developer of the Italian
company, has no doubts about business goals
and the quality features that will lead to success.
“We aim for a place on the podium of our industry,
making our way among giants. It's not easy, but
we believe that, with the experience we have
inside Olispeed, we can win this challenge."
Such confidence comes from the strength of the
two players that created this organization. “Standing on the shoulders of two giants like Wolong
and Oli, we are very confident. When two strong
brands join their forces, they normally have great
ambitions." A solid foundation that has not been
bent by the “Covid-19” emergency. “We must
admit we have been “lucky in disgrace”, as our
production operations are in Umbria, a region
that has been less impacted than others. It's not
going to be easy, but we are optimistic that everything can start again: we always play to win,
not just to participate". n
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METAL WORK:
A YEAR OF INNOVATION
The Italian leader in the design, manufacture and distribution
of components for industrial automation components
keeps innovating in the compressed air treatment business.
gulator is required, which ensures constant system
pressure. The regulator can also reduce pressure
if too high, consequently reducing also energy
consumption.
While these elements are required for machine
operation, other parts have a "protective" function.
When available, a lubrication unit introduces small
amounts of lubricating oil downstream that are
compatible with pneumatic devices. The soft
starter allows to adjust pressure in the startup
phase of machinery during the day. The risk, in
case of excessive pressure with a cold machine,
would be possible damage to moving mechanical
organs.
Despite the emergency, the focus for Metal Work
in 2020 has not changed: compressed air treatment
for industrial applications. After launching several
innovative products in the mechatronic area, this
year the company decided to focus on an essential
component for pneumatic automation, namely
the "air treatment unit", a clear focus for future developments.
Compressed air treatment is an essential energy
source, extensively used in industrial applications
for its benefits in terms of easy and practical use,
cleanliness, safety, reliability and easy transport.
However, to be used, compressed air needs special treatment, as the air produced by industrial
compressors is not suitable.
OPERATING CONCEPT
To treat compressed air properly, it is advisable
to have a pneumatic switch, commonly known as
a “V3V”, at the inlet of every machine or plant.
This enables the air flow from the compressor to
be manually or electrically interrupted if necessary,
and the downstream circuit to be drained simultaneously, removing the presence of pneumatic
energy in the system as a result.
Another basic element is the filtration unit that
cleans incoming air, as on arriving from the
network it can contain solid particles that could
damage pneumatic component seals if not filtered
properly, or obstruct the micro internal passage
of various elements. For this reason a good
filtration system is required upstream of the plant,
which is satisfactorily implemented with components known as filters. Well-designed filters can
even separate condensation present in compressed air, by channeling it to an outlet valve.
It is also important to reduce the level of humidity
in flows of compressed air, as water present
tends to oxidise metal surfaces and, in the event
of low temperatures, turns to ice which obstructs
passages. Dehumidification is achieved with
dryers, preventing possible obstructions due to
tiny ice particles.
Finally, air flows from compressors often contain
industrial oils that tend to remove the inert lubricants
present in the pneumatic components, and in
some cases cause the seals to swell. In these
cases the use of a purifier with a coalescing filter
is required.
Another standard component in air treatment
units is a pressure regulator. In practice, line
pressure tends to fluctuate as a function of simultaneity and use factors. Given the same compressor, when several loads are used simultaneously the pressure of each tends to drop.
Conversely, when some machines or plants are
turned off, the network pressure tends to rise. To
obtain a fairly constant pressure, a pressure re-

PRODUCTS BY METAL WORK
Many years of experience and focus on detail
have led Metal Work to develop an extensive
range of products for compressed air treatment,
which have become reference models in the industry.
One of the bestsellers of the Italian company is
“Bit”, a compact, cost-effective line of products
in engineered polymers for the regulation and
delocalized filtration of small devices. Available
with 1/8” and 1/4” threads for capacities up to
600 Nl/min, the Bit range has the main functions
(regulator, filter, filter regulator, purifier, lubricator
and air vent).
Moving up in terms of size, the "Syntesi®" series
is available in sizes 1 and 2 with interchangeable
threaded bushes in dimensions between 1/8”
and 1” for capacities up to 7,600 Nl/min. "Syntesi®"
is a complete, modular and flexible range that includes V3Vs, regulators (individual or in a set), filter-regulators, purifiers, activated carbon filters,
soft starters, pressure switches, lubricators, air
vents and safety valves. The family is constantly
expanding, with the addition of pilot-operated regulators in 2020, while more news and upgrades
have been announced in the near future, making
this product line one of the most appreciated by
customers.
Another popular solution among buyers and manufacturers is “Skillair”, an evergreen series with
a flow rate of up to 20,000 Nl/min., also acts as a
dryer or lubricator with automatic minimum level
filling.
The "New Deal" series is mainly made of metal
for heavy-duty work. With threads ranging from
1/4” to 1” and flow rates of up to 4,500 Nl/min, the
ND is designed for use in all heavy-duty applications requiring a particularly sturdy structure.
The “One Comprehensive Unit” encompasses
in one engineering plastic block all the main functions of an Air Treatment Unit: from V3V to filter,
from lubricator to pressure switch. All functions
are accessible from the user side to facilitate the
insertion of the product inside a sheet metal
panel.
More news from Metal Work include the “HighRelief Regulator”, a particularly sensitive regulator
from the series “Regtronic” used for manual precision regulations via keyboard or remote control,
with M5 2” threads and flow rates up to 20,000
Nl/min.
News and innovation are not stopping even during
this emergency period: at Metal Work, imagination
has not surrendered to the Coronavirus and the
second part of 2020 will bring many new products
and an untiring desire to keep moving on. n

www.metalwork.it
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NEWS IN COMMUNICATIONS
AND DRYING FROM CEFLA
The launch of the new online channel Italian Finishing School
and the introduction of a new vertical oven for the automatic
control of the drying process for parts with different thickness:
these are Cefla's last few intensive weeks.
It did not take much for Cefla Finishing to face
the constraints of the emergency with a proactive
approach, identifying an effective way to share
their expertise and experience in surface finishing
technology and industrial digital printing. Last
March, they officially launched the Italian Finishing School Online Channel, an academy
created by the Italian brand to transfer a wide
range of knowledge: from the standard functions
of their technology, to the advice of Cefla experts,
up to a selection of FAQs, case histories and indepths about processes, patents and plenty of
technical topics.
A new channel to stay constantly in touch with
their users.

“We decided to launch the channel earlier than
planned – said Alberto Maestri, Managing Director at Cefla Finishing – to provide our customers
with information and contents about a wide
range of topics, in order to keep a communication
channel open despite the restrictions we all
had to comply with.
The Ifs online channel is a way to stay close to
our stakeholders, whom we keep supporting all
over the world at any time with different tools,
responding to their needs with our digital tools".
So, big news in partner and customer relations,
but also in the technology area. In recent weeks,
Cefla Finishing has registered the patent for the
"FlexPro" functionality of their "Omnidry" vertical
ovens also in the United States; such functionality
allows to automatically manage the loading of
the parts to be dried based on their thickness.
The system reads the incoming parts and automatically adjusts the height of the compartment
where the part will be loaded; and it can also
control the entire cycle unattended and without
stopping production.
We talked about it with Cristian Giovannini,
product manager at Cefla for shaped panels
operations. “The vertical ovens are comprised
of a set of trays onto which the parts to be dried
are loaded with “first in, first out” logic, so
the first element loaded is the first to
come out. The oven is dimensioned in such a way
that the time for each
piece to flow through is
enough for proper drying, once the height and
pitch of each tray has
been defined. Normally,
users set these variables
based on their production
needs, knowing that, once
built, the oven will always
have the same potential. This
means they have two options: either
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they dimension the
oven for the largest
parts they might
need to dry, hence
increasing the oven
size or decreasing
its potential, or they
consider only stanCristian
dard parts and dry
Giovannini.
the bigger ones manually, so to say. On
average, "oversize" parts can be up to five percent of production, and they can be really annoying in terms of production efficiency. "FlexPro"
solves this issue: it interacts with the painting
equipment and gets information about the part
thickness, its height, then it sends to the tray
gripping, lifting and positioning system the necessary information to maintain consistent efficiency and effectiveness. This allows to paint
all the parts with the same quality".
So, painting sets the pace...
“Basically, yes, and just think what it means to
be able to handle also those three, four parts
out of one hundred that would follow a different
route without “FlexPro”. Let me add this: while
standard production runs at one tray per minute
for proper drying, with thicker parts time increases, but this difference is compensated by
a smaller number of trays in the oven and a
longer time to load and fill. The result is a very
flexible oven, combining the productivity of a
high-speed machine with the possibility to handle
non-standard parts without compromising on
consistent quality".
Which means?
“Briefly stated, our idea was to leverage to central
compartment of the oven - which is normally
empty and designed to keep the return circuit
apart - to store the trays excluded from the loop,
until the instruction comes to put them into the
cycle. It's an oven that serves the process, so to
say, it supports a fully autonomous process
that collects the trays extracted from the
carousel to double the available space
to load larger trays. And the
pitch is doubled only if
needed, only if the painting
system notifies that a thicker piece has been processed; when the cycle is
completed, "FlexPro" restores the number of trays
in the loop to the initial
number". n

www.ceflafinishing.com
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ROBATECH: “EDGEPRO”, HIGH-LEVEL EDGEBANDING
With “EdgePro”, Robatech is launching a new
hot-melt adhesive application head for highquality edgebanding.
The user-friendly coating head guarantees a uniform, repeatable adhesive application with clean
cut-off, reduced maintenance and allows exact
and straightforward adjustment to the workpiece.
The new coating head by Robatech, further development of the predecessor "Fkw60", offers
numerous performance and design improvements.
It is not just the repeatable and uniform adhesive
application that is convincing. Ease of use is not
neglected either.

The coating nozzle, available in two sizes, can
be quickly and flexibly adjusted to the desired
workpiece width of up to 105 mm and positioned
with millimeter precision, either manually or optionally using a servomotor. To prevent reactive
adhesive from curing, the nozzle can be completely
closed during extended production stops. An integrated adhesive filter ensures smooth production
without nozzle blockage.

When used in a double-sided edge banding machine, the spare parts inventory can be reduced
considerably, because both versions have identical
spare parts. The “EdgePro” is suitable for the application of Eva, polyolefin, and Pur hot melt
adhesives and achieves optimal results in combination with a “RobaPur 2 Mod”, “RobaPress”,
or “MultiMelt” melter. n

OPTIMIZED SPARE PARTS INVENTORY
The low-maintenance “EdgePro” is available in a
left and right version.

www.robatech.com

FIMAL
INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS

Fimal srl was established in 2013 and has been
consolidating its foundations leveraging the multi-year experience of its founders in the woodworking machinery business.
They have acquired the historical brand Paoloni
Macchine (a big player in the international market
since 1955) and carried on their production of
traditional machines, concurrently with new projects developed in their engineering department.
Fimal is based in the Marche region, with deep
roots in the territory, distinguished by its madein-Italy focus and know-how. These distinctive
features can be found not only in the in-house
manufacturing department, executing primary
aluminum and cast iron machining up to assembling and testing, but also in the network of
Italian suppliers, offering a guarantee for the
quality of raw materials.
“Kr Spin-Rotomatic” is a horizontal cutting center
for panels, designed to meet the requirements of
series and "one-off" (or single batch) production,
without impacting on cycle time. Thanks to the
innovative "Rotomatic" system that automatically
transfers the strip created with the first cut longitudinal to the cross cut, the productivity and accuracy of the piece are no longer dependent on
the operator, who only has to take care of
extracting the finished parts.
The new electronic squaring machine "Concept
350 Plus" was originally designed as "Concept
350" in 2014, when the global crisis was still enduring and the market trend still weak: Fimal believed it was the right time to present an innovative
machine that would change the panel cutting
concept.
"Concept" is available in three versions, with different squaring lengths: 2,600/3,200/3,800 millimeters. With the same cutting width, the “Concept
350” footprint is 50 percent smaller than a conventional squaring machine. “Concept 350” is
currently distributed in over 40 countries across
six continents. n

www.fimalsrl.it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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SCM ITALIA, A TEAM OF SPECIALISTS
CLOSER AND CLOSER TO THE CUSTOMER
This is the "compass" that guides the team of
Scm Italia each day. A team of sales and engineering specialists that, in the past year, has
been further strengthened to ensure direct and
extensive coverage across the Italian territory, to
deliver timely all-round support. Customer service
has never stopped even during the Covid-19
emergency, as we will report in these pages.
The new organization of Scm Italia is one of the
news for the group in this season, an investment
resulting from a strategic approach that reaffirms
the key concept of the transformation of this
giant in recent years: not just a supplier of hightech products, but most of all a partner, a "consulting pole" for all woodworking companies,
independently of their size; an organization that
can define, anticipate and meet all customer
requirements.

Luca
Bergantini.

Alessio
Nicolini.

Ever closer to wood
industry companies through
all customer relations stages:
from pre-sales consulting
to optimize the production
processes of each partner,
to installation and production
startup; from technical service
to maintenance activities
and spare parts provisioning.

Regional Manager Luca Bergantini and Service
Manager Alessio Nicolini told us about the
meaning and goals of this project, carried on in
parallel with the very positive trend recorded by
Scm on the Italian market in recent years.
“That's right”, Bergantini said. “Back in 2017,
in this magazine, we reported that our revenues
had doubled in the 2014-2017 period, and
today we can be even more satisfied: in 2019,
in Italy, we consolidate the excellent results of
2018, which confirmed the position of our
country as the top European market in terms of
revenues for Scm.
The results are even more positive compared to
the 30 percent decrease registered by the industry on the Italian market, a figure published
by Acimall, the association that represents wood
technology manufacturers. And also the first
months of 2020, despite the social-economic
issues caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, have
been a springboard for new sales approaches
that will strengthen our role in the future, securing
significant results".
You are telling us that Scm Italia is increasing its
market share with a clear project supported with
significant investments: but which are the priorities?
Which are your keywords?
“Briefly stated: immediate response, efficiency
and professionalism. These are the three pillars
for the further expansion of the Scm Italia team
all over the Italian territory. We are a strong
group, with almost seventy years of experience;
we have gone a long way, evolving our technology and know-how in line with ever new requirements coming from the market. We started
with joiner's machines and we created a wider
and wider range, an articulated and comprehensive offer, including all the necessary technological solutions to support all industry companies, from large industries to handicraft businesses, from furniture to windows or structures.
And in Italy we have achieved a unique record
in this market, with more than 50 thousand machines installed since our origins."
This figure involves many companies, all different
from each other, but sharing the same determination to focus on technological innovation as a
key element, a "must" to be competitive in a
very dynamic market like Italy. This is a market
that requires qualified and accurate service".
You mentioned a new organization...
“Besides the professionals of our distribution
network – dealers, agents and resellers covering
the entire Italian territory – and the back-office
staff, playing an essential role for the logistic
support of our operations, we have strengthened
the team of technical service, an area where a
key role was played by Alessandra Benedetti,
in charge for the Service and Spare Parts area
at Scm Group.
The goal was to ensure direct, timely and
qualified support also in this area: our salespersons and specialist engineers are trained periodically in our Campus, the in-house training
center, so that we can be the first and, probably,
the most important consultant for our customers.
With such an organization, Scm can act very
quickly to support customers and respond to
their needs".
Service, including technical support and spare
parts, is the core element of the customer experience according to Scm. Also in Italy, of
course...
"Let's start from a concept that perfectly represents our goals, each and every day: “You will
never work alone”, said Alessio Nicolini, service
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

manager. “We don't want
our customers to work
alone and we realize the
powerful value of this
statement in this period,
as our customers – and
not only – have to face
the constraints and problems caused by Covid19. Every day, we see
how important and strategic it is to be "with them",
"for them"... our engineers
and the salespeople of
Scm Italia have never
stopped standing close
to customers, not even
during the lockdown.
We've been close to them
remotely, through our digital tools and services,
such as the “Maestro
connect” platform, which
enables us to support customers in the optimization
of all service and maintenance activities, or the
augmented reality service
“Smartech” which, incorporating video functions,
camera, microphone and speakers with wireless
connectivity, enables our engineers to diagnose
and solve problems in real time via a wearable
computer and dedicated software, leaving the
operator hands-free.
And for a few companies that were authorized
to stay open by the government, we also managed to travel physically across the territory.
And finally, having increased our stocks, we
were able to deliver spare parts regularly all
over Italy".
Today we can finally talk about "restarting", a
phase where service is probably even more important, we imagine...
“Exactly. That's why we have launched a specific
program in May and June, called "Let's restart
together", we have introduced a number of benefits and tangible value for our customers, with
a focus on ordinary maintenance and spare
parts provisioning, to keep supporting them
and help them restart their operations. To mention
a few examples, we applied additional discounts
to the companies who needed more support by
our engineers to restore their machines or plants
to full operation, after stopping them for the
lockdown. We also offered accurate support to
those who needed and need to buy spare parts,
and also in this case we are offering pricing
benefits and we are proving that we really stand
close to our customers...".
In a period of disruptive changes, there are many
challenges: what's next?
“The capacity to face even the most difficult
challenges is a key strength of Scm and all the
companies in our industry”, added Luca Bergantini. "Many companies were forced to stop production for a few weeks, but they did not stop
to reinvent their business, to study new production
solutions, more suitable for their needs and the
new scenario.
And we are ready to support them with these
projects, organizing in-depth meetings also with
our product specialists and process engineers,
collaborating to develop targeted solutions.
Concurrently, we are developing more and more
qualified and updated training to meet, and
possibly anticipate, the new technological chal-
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The Scm Italia service team.

Operations in customer companies at the time of “Covid-19”.

lenges. With the “e-Campus” platform, Scm
has improved all training activities related to
the key topics of woodworking – through online
courses, video tutorials and webinars – addressed to engineers and leaders from the Scm
international team, all around the world”.
You mentioned the topic of training, which we
know is very important to you.
“Sure – Bergantini concluded – and it will remain
a priority for Scm Italia: training has always
been in the forefront for us, since our origins, in
1952. The company was created by workers
and engineers who had the courage and determination to become entrepreneurs and then
handed down their vision to the next generations.”
Now, with our Campus and the online training
platform "e-Campus", we have a record of projects and relations with the education community, from academic institution to vocational
schools, helping teachers and students keep
up with modern plants and next-generation
digital services.
I like to remember our current collaborations
with centers of excellence, such as Polo di
Federlegno Arredo-Its Rosario Messina in Lentate
sul Seveso, in the excellent district of Brianza,
where we offer more than twenty technological
solutions and we keep supporting them with
training initiatives, also remotely. And also the
Tino Sana school near Bergamo, the institute
Carniello di Brugnera (Pordenone), the technical
school Fermo Solari in Tolmezzo (Udine), the
Turin Polyutechnic for the new Master in Architecture for Wood Constructions.
Our team is investing energy and passion also
to train tomorrow's craftspeople 4.0, because
the wood industry needs, today more than ever,
qualified figures who can face even the toughest
challenges. Together, we will get ready for the
future and play a leading role in the international
markets". n

www.scmwood.com
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FINITURE LOOKS TO THE FUTURE TWIN SANDING MACHINE
SIGNED BY "CRAFTSPEOPLE"
Finiture looks to the future in large dimensions.
In its history it has always dealt with the painting
of internal and external windows as well as
furniture, chairs and accessories. Since 2017,
the market demand has also concerned the painting of lamellar beams and panels in “Clt” (Cross
laminated timber), where the dimensions and
weights involved create new problems compared
to traditional systems. The production of this type
of elements, especially for prefabricated wooden
structures, is spreading more and more in the
world due to the undoubted advantages that
these structures are able to offer: high thermal insulation, excellent anti-seismic characteristics,
rapid assembly times, modularity , etc. and of
course they need to be protected with an adequate
painting process.
At the moment the state of the art is a plant sized
for the finishing of beams up to 1,450x280 mm
in section and 27 m in length with a maximum
weight of 4,500 kg. The line, which has an
extension of over 70 meters for about 15 of depth,
consists of a loading area, an accumulation buffer,
a treatment area (sanding and painting) and a
large drying tunnel. The pieces are moved by a
system of roller conveyors and motorized chains.
At the time of loading, a barcode reader identifies
each element. From then on, the work cycle takes
place completely automatically, since all the process information is available on a database. A
scanner positioned before the spray booth detects
the shape and dimensions of the beams and two
robots spray the paint on three sides and on the
heads, based on the measurements taken at the

start. The state of the art for vertical painting of
“Clt” panels are robotic systems with a maximum
size of 20 m, a maximum height of 3.2 m, a maximum thickness of 400 mm, with a weight of up to
4,000 kg per panel.
They consist of a loading/unloading area, a transfer
route to the work area, an accumulation buffer, a
waiting area where a mobile rail scanner detects
the dimensions of the pieces, a pressurized
painting booth 25 m long with vertical flow with
partial recovery of the intake air, two robots
mounted on slides for painting both sides of the
pieces, a drying tunnel with the exclusive “Ldp”
system with high energy efficiency and a return
way at the end of the cycle. Two important innovations have been introduced on the vertical transport system of the panels: the variable capacity
buffers and the automatic loading and unloading
systems of the pieces to and from horizontal conveyors with parallel chains. n

When you talk about sanding machines, Nerli's
name reminds of "maniac" quality. We love to say
"handicraft machines", built in small numbers with
an "ancient" approach, often adopted by companies that need top-quality finishing and do not
consider only price, but also fine details that ultimately lead to perfectly finished surfaces.
Nerli took another step forward with the new twin
sanding machine that the team in Ponsacco,
where the company is based near Pisa, named
with an ugly sequence of letters and figures:
“Pn20.Ae/2T.Sm-new”.
Forgive us for this opinion about the name... on
the contrary, we fully respect the latest technological
creation by Nerli, which incorporates all the best
features of the solutions offered by the company,
complemented with effective accessories and
electronics designed to help users achieve the
high quality that has always distinguished Nerli's
sanding machines.
The two abrasive belts of the twin sanding machine
use the "Nerli Patent" system, i.e. two rows of in-

www.finiture.it

www.nerli.it

SALVADOR: MAKING THE MOST
OF THE LOCKDOWN
The pandemic has been a disruptive event for
businesses, not only for dropping orders and
mandatory shutdown, but also because of the
resulting uncertainty. And when this is over - all
things must pass sooner or later - everything
might have changed, or nothing. We must realize
that such events can happen, not only in sci-fi
movies.
Salvador, a historical manufacturer of cross
cutting saws based in Treviso, is facing this new
challenge with a positive attitude, trying to see
the glass half-full. At the
end of last year, they had
approved an investment for
a new showroom, and in
early 2020, before the lockdown, they had completed
the acquisition of a new
site to expand production
and product exhibition.
On one hand, the pandemic was a negative event,

on the other, it created the conditions to make a
bigger step, adopting technology that allows to
view and test machines remotely. So, customers
will be able to test a machine, interacting with the
operator and the machine program, to identify
the best performing setup for their needs and to
customize the equipment accordingly.
This new remote test could be useful also for the
sales staff of the Veneto company. While visiting
customers in person is certainly useful, it is not
always enough to persuade them that the technology is good, as they cannot
"touch" the machine. With this new
enhanced testing mode, Salvador
allows the customer to "experience"
the real product capabilities, adding
one more arrow to the bow of their
salesforce. This is a benefit for salespeople as well as for service
engineers, who can analyze possible issues remotely and take action
with no risk of misunderstanding.
During the lockdown, Salvador invested time in research and development, enhancing the "Superpush 200 Accurate" with a new pneumatic
system for the side bars before and after the
blade, which ensures very accurate calibration
of pressure. In turn, this translated into improved
results in terms of cutting accuracy and finishing.
Salvador has also expanded the labeling/marking
portfolio, implementing a label printer with automatic
application device for configurations with outfeed
bench, or an inkjet printer when a length selection
system is used. n

www.salvadormachines.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

dependent mechanical/pneumatic pistons with
variable compensation, that allow to adjust the
"hardening" level, the resistance of the mechanically
or pneumatically driven buffer, in order to handle
all types of operation.
This is complemented by the movement of the
belt conveyor and the panel, with variable computer-programmed "back and forth" cycles that
deliver perfect and delicate sanding, essential to
achieve high polishing quality, finishing with no
shades or waves, and a "mirror-like" effect.
The new "Pn20" can operate also in continuous
cycle with no problems: its control system, properly
programmed, allows to manage multiple passes
on the first and second sanding belt, whereby
the latter normally has a finer grain; this approach
delivers the same finishing normally achieved
with several abrasive belts.
“Our decisions, our way of working, requires a
portfolio of machines that are constantly updated
and advanced, so as to keep the promises we
make with our customers and meet their expectations”, Giorgio Nerli said. “Maybe we are a bit
old-fashioned, but we love to think that our machines make any object even more beautiful,
that they can be used to sand surfaces that will
be looked at, touched, caressed... We are keen
on working well, we want our machines to deliver
the best results". n
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NEWS FROM GIARDINA GROUP
Even during the lockdown,
Giardina Group
wasted no time.
The surface finishing specialist
took another step forward
with the acquisition
of De Stefani Valerio.
The result of the merger is De Stefani srl. So, Giardina Group, one of the world's top brands for
finishing solutions, has acquired De Stefani Valerio
& C snc in Giussano (Monza Brianza), a small
but lively manufacturer which has been operating
for over forty years all over the world, thanks to
the artisan quality of its sanding solutions.
The deal was signed right in the days of the
global lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
“We didn’t stop and we also carried out this
project, which we had been working on for some
time,” said Stefano Mauri, owner of Giardina
Group with his brother Riccardo. “We believe
that it is in complex times like the one we are experiencing that companies must demonstrate
that they have a project, a perspective, the
strength to look ahead without waiting for interventions from governments and institutions. Never
more than today is it fundamental to believe in
your own strengths and ideas."
The analysis and evaluation processes that led
to the integration between the teams have already
been perfected, with a view to defining a complete
production, management and commercial synergy.
De Stefani will continue to operate at its headquarters in Giussano, with the co-ordination of
Sara and Alessio De Stefani – sons of the
founder Valerio – who will maintain the management
of the production unit in co-ordination with the various leaders of the group activities. The acquisition
of De Stefani opens a new chapter of the "Giardina
Group 2030" project. This industrial plan defines
the group’s strategies to face the markets with an
increasingly articulated range of solutions.

“Joining the sanding business, with a specific
vocation for profile processing, was a natural
step for us”, Stefano Mauri continued. “We have
enjoyed longstanding collaboration with De Stefani,
started by my father Giampiero with Mauri Macchine. When we saw an opportunity to open up a
new front, we did not think twice."
Riccardo Mauri, Alessio De Stefani, Stefano Mauri
and Sara De Stefani.

This project comes ten years after the acquisition
of Giardina Finishing by Mauri Macchine, the first
milestone for the creation of the current Giardina
Group. “We believe there is no better way to celebrate a very significant anniversary for us”,
added Riccardo Mauri, engineering and production manager. “This decision adds to the commitment we devoted to build the “Giampiero
Mauri Innovation Center”, opened before the
lockdown and always accessible. We have turned
this center into a stage for new product presentations in streaming, and recently it has been
opened again to customers and groups who
want to see our technology in operation”.

“STYL+WOOD”:
INNOVATION FROM BIGONDRY

News also in the technical area: “In our showroom
we have installed a new machine, a drying
system that combines three technologies: prejellying, excimer and Uv drying in inert atmosphere,"

Mauri added. “This combination offers significant
energy saving and, consequently, a reduction of
total process costs, while delivering a coating
film with much higher hardness. The lack of
oxygen in the final stage increases the quantity
of Uv arrays that reach the surface, delivering a
stable and resistant final result, with no "reduction"
of applied paint and less yellowing over time."

“This is a brand new solution by Giardina Group
that we were going to launch at Xylexpo”, said
the sales manager of the group, Stefano Tibè.
“We carried out several tests with laboratory prototypes, we involved a few customers in our tests
and now we are launching a versatile drying
oven, delivering excellent glossy surfaces as well
as charming matte coatings, when you use the
intermediate unit, namely our “Zero Gloss” excimer
technology. Pre-jellying acts in the deeper layers
of the film, starting the "solidification" of the Uv
paint that turns into a jelly. The process is then finalized with excellent results by Uv radiations in
inert atmosphere. And if you want a matte surface,
with high scratch resistance, all you have to do is
turn on the excimer lamp and you will get the
"super matte" finishing that the whole world has
been appreciating so much in recent years."
Can we say this is a totally new solution?
“The added value of this solution by Giardina
Group, which is so new that we still haven't found
a name, is that it offers a fully-integrated mix of
technologies to deliver different results with the
same oven, all boasting top quality. Apart from
excimers, these processes are established: prejellying was one of Giardina's battle horses in the
early Nineties, but there was not so much focus
on energy saving and total coating process costs,
back then. Today, getting excellent results with
competitive process costs is an essential condition,
so this technology is striking back."

“To me, innovation means leveraging experience
and technology to design processes with lower
environmental impact and lower energy consumption, providing architects and designers
with effective coatings to drive end user demand”,
Stefano Tibè concluded. n
Remote testing…

The new heat treatment developed by the Veneto-based
company improve wood quality and expands
its applications, while increasing resistance and durability
and reducing emissions.

www.giardinagroup.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Focus on details, the value-added use of materials
and the reduction of possible environmental damaged caused by chemical substance emissions.
Bigondry in Veneto, specializing in wood drying
and heat treatment plants, is determined to
continue its growth and innovation in the second
half of 2020, showing off its excellent features
and skills, including the construction of plants for
the thermal modification of wood at very high
temperature.
“Thw”, the thermal modification kilns “made in
Bigondry”, with a net capacity from four to thirty
cubic meters, are a flower in the buttonhole of the
company. This range, using a very accurate and
sophisticated control system, can execute a wide
range of wood treatment processes, from drying
to steaming, up to sterilization. Inside the "Thw"
cells, wood can be heat-treated up to 250 degrees
and also submitted to heat-steaming. The key
strengths of this plant are flexibility and high efficiency, delivering wood with enhanced load-bearing properties.

The company is going beyond the "Thw" range to
pursue constant innovation with new material treatment processes. In February 2020, just before
the lockdown caused by Covid-19 that blocked
the entire country, Bigondry had presented the
results of their "Styl+wood" research project, a
high-temperature wood treatment process that
maintains an excellent processability of the material
while improving its durability.
Lab tests for project “Styl+wood”, proving Bigondry's intention to develop their technology further,
were carried out at the Uppsala University in
Sweden. Such studies, also carried out at CnrIbe (Italian Research Committee, Institute for
Bioeconomic Research), with results accessible
to all customers who submitted their materials to
the thermal modification process using "Thw" machinery, allow to achieve the characterization and
certification of Cnr-Ibe, which guarantees the enhanced properties of wood.
As many as nine tree species were tested: Red
Spruce, Douglas, Sylvester Pine and Maritime
Pine for softwood, Beech, Ash, Poplar, Oak and
Tulipier for hardwood. Cnr-Ibe executed physical
(density, mass loss, hygroscopic and anti-swelling
efficiency, colorimetry, moisture content and fire
resistance) and mechanical tests (resistance to
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compression, cutting and bending, elasticity module and hardness), while the Swedish university
tested wood durability and third-party labs carried
out material and plant emission tests.
Through targeted tests, Bigondry checked the
results of "Styl+wood", confirming that it represents
a progress in wood treatment and makes the material more suitable for construction and indoor/outdoor design applications; as a result of this
thermal process, the material is less sensitive to
environmental moisture and, despite modifications
at fiber- and cell-level, it maintains excellent processability and durability, with no deformation,
cracking or other defects, as shown by tests on
more than 5 thousand samples.
As to durability and resistance, after being treated,
wood has been put in direct contact with woodeating organisms without suffering any damage.
This is a very positive result that expands the application of thermally treated wood to outdoor environments, making it a competitor of chemical
materials or other materials undergoing potentially
polluting processes.
The tests were not limited to the analysis of
thermally modified wood, but also involved the
plant itself, with a special focus on possible emissions from the treated materials. For wood, the
purpose was to understand if such treatment
caused higher emissions of volatile organic compounds (Voc) compared to non-treated wood,
and the results were very positive, as posttreatment emissions were lower than before the
treatment. As to plant emissions, the tests analyzed
the solid and liquid residues from the treatment
and the gaseous residues from the chimney,
before and after the filtration system designed
and built by Bigondry. The results indicated that
bad-smelling substances, such as Furfurale – an
organic compound with an acid smell, typical of
wood treated at high temperature, potentially
toxic and causing allergies as well as skin irritation
– can be reduced by 98 percent after going
through the steams of the filtration system, while
the resins generated by heating (Tar) are almost
completely eliminated (more than 99 percent).
The results of Cnr-Ibe and Uppsala University
tests on thermally treated wood and the "Thw"
plant were very satisfactory for Bigondry, which
could measure the progress of its technology,
and expand the application spectrum of wood, a
more and more cross-functional and eco-sustainable material. Besides improving material properties, from resistance to durability, heat treatment
reduces emissions and risks from chemical treatment, while increasing the competitiveness of
wood versus other materials that have been more
popular so far.
Safety, sustainability, durability and innovation.
Four keywords that represent a starting point for
the future. For Bigondry and for all of us. n

www.bigondry.com
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INNOVATIONS OF SPÄNEX
Spänex, the specialist for suction and briquetting systems, in the near future will show a new
extraction system concept based on dust collectors. There will be installed and operated a
combined unit with two dust collectors, whereby each dust collector provides a maximum air capacity
of 10,000 m³/h. This will be used to vacuum the woodworking machines exhibited and demonstrated
by the Weinig Group. The background of the new development is the customers’ requirement profiles,
where due to local conditions the filter systems cannot
be installed outside the building as required by the
European Standard En 12779. The alternative solution,
proven in practice, of arranging the filter system
indoors and equipping it with flameless pressure relief
devices is also not feasible in some cases for structural
reasons. Therefore Spänex has developed this plant
concept on the basis of dust collectors’.
The combined deduster units are operated by speed
controlled exhaust fans via frequency converters depending on the actual demand, i.e. the exactly required
volume flow is available depending on the amount of
woodworking machines in operation. Practice has
shown that this demand-based system operation
leads to considerable electricity savings compared to
conventional system technology.
As a further product innovation, a special dust collector, which is characterised by a particularly high
vacuum of up to 10,000 Pa, will be exhibited for the
extraction of manual processing machines and manual
workstations. The dust collector series enables centralised, extraction technical solutions to which several
manual work machines can be connected via a duct
system. The separated dusts are collected centrally
in a filling bin with inserted plastic bag.
The use of energy saving motors of quality class IE 3
in connection with a frequency converter is standard.
The advantages of this series are: high suction power,
compactness, low noise emission, complete control,
user-friendliness and extensive accessories.
Another new product to be presented is a dedusterbriquetting press unit with a compact control system.
The control unit is equipped as standard with a frequency converter which controls the speed of the extraction fan, thus ensuring energy efficient plant
operation. A powerful, compact briquetting press of the series with round briquettes is arranged below
the deduster. The design of the press allows it to be placed either below a deduster or below a filter
system. The extracted chips are transported from the container via a chute into the feeding screw
conveyor, which conveys the material into the pressing chamber in a dosed manner. The dosage
depends on the material properties. n
www.spaenex.de

PUTSCH MENICONI: THE MOST
FAVORITE PANEL SAWS
With three high-end machines and great objectives for 2020, Putsch
Meniconi are relaunching their ambitions,
starting from the best of
their line of vertical panel
saws. While the company from Tuscany is committed to combining efficiency and accuracy
across the entire range
of vertical panel saws,
model "Svp 145 Plus"
remains the most popular among users, with its
compact size and cutting capacity suitable for all industries, not only wood. Despite small footprint,
"Svp 145 Plus" offer a wide cutting area (4,200 by 2,200 millimeters) and high accuracy, an added
value. It also features an automatic movable platen that avoids damaging the panels during horizontal
cuts. While "Svp 145 Plus" has a top-quality standard configuration, the two "Svp 420" models are
even more performing. In addition to the automatic movable platen, these saws offer plenty of
functions designed for an easier and comfortable cutting experience. Both are equipped with doubleblade scoring units with independent motors and double linear guide "Thk", i.e. the exclusive sliding
system by Putsch Meniconi that allows to execute very accurate cuts. The rich set of features of "Svp
420 Automatic Touch" is complemented by an operator control panel with touch display that allows
to position the head during horizontal cutting and an automatic sidewall for vertical cuts that positions
the panel to be sawn.
A complete range of products and a precise organization to aim to build a bright future. PutschMeniconi's
goals for the remainder of 2020 are clear. n

www.putschmeniconi.com

ESSETRE FOR CONSTRUCTION
“Techno Fast” is a 5 Axis cnc
working center for processing
beams, characterized by a solid
monobloc structure mechanically structurally worked.
It’s unique for its small overall
dimensions, for its precision,
for the speed of installation and
start-up, with two multifunction
clamps which allow to move
and to hold the beam inside
the working area both laterally
and from the top to the bottom.
It is equipped with a patented
5-axis milling head with double
exit motor: one with “Hsk 63f”
tool connection allowing an automatic tool changing; the other one with flange
connection, supporting blade with diameter of
600mm. The center also features automatic beam
rotation system, automatic conveyor for chips
“Techno Fast”.

evacuation, automatic tool holder magazine with 11 positions,
and automatic label printing to
identify the processed pieces.
Another machine that has been
constantly enhanced in recent
years is "Techno Multiwall", a
machining center to process
different types of walls (Xlam/Clt
frame walls, structural insulation
panels, curved beams) with
milling, drilling, flattening and
cutting operations. The center
consists of two main structures:
a mobile monobloc portal frame
in electro-welded mechanical
carpentry with high resistance
and stability on which the 5-axis working units
are installed with the relative tool magazines. A
base consisting of strong mechanical carpentry,
specifically designed to slide the moving portal
frame on it (Y axis), forming a single structure
which allows high precision during production.
"Techno Multiwall" is equipped with milling and
cutting unit with blade up to diam. 1,200 mm,
complete with nine positions tool changer magazine. n

www.essetre.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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MACMAZZA, FLEXIBLE
PANEL SAWS FOR 45 YEARS

Specializing in panel sawing for 45 years, Macmazza has introduced a new version of their
range of flexible panel saws comprised of two
mechanically-combined saws and a next-generation electronic model. This version can handle
series production by doubling the capacity of a
single-blade machine, as well as small just-intime batches and complex cutting patterns to minimize waste, while also offering the possibility to
program and operate both machines independently. By combining a single-blade saw with
rear loading platform and a crosscut saw, also
for post-formed and edgebanded bars, Macmazza
had already created an ancestor of this solution,
called a semi-automatic angular plant, a more
cost-effective and compact alternative to the automated angular plant. Now − leveraging the
performance levels of new electronics and software,
and the engineering experience acquired through
the advanced tools offered by the digital technology
‘Schneider can open’ − Macmazza has developed
a full range of flexible angular cutting solutions
called “Top Saw N E”. Featuring automatic loading
from warehouse/bridge or elevating platform, and
optional automatic unloading, they are suitable

for customers with capacities, available space
and budget for the production of several "trucks"
of sawn panels each week, with useful cutting
height up to 150 millimeters (packs of eight 18mm-thick panels), while preserving the flexibility
of two single-blade saws that can work concurrently
in line or handle different cutting patterns and flexible orders. The same solutions can be addressed
to customers with small volumes, reducing the
cutting height to 110 millimeters (six 18-mm-thick
panels), with or without automatic loading/unloading, with fully customizable working dimensions
and footprint of the front rotary tables (Macmazza
patent). The space-saving, cost-effective flexible
angular plant with 72-mm cutting height (four 18mm-thick panels) can be connected to the first
machine (also retrofitted), to a crosscut saw with
cutting height above 110 millimeter (six 18-mmthick panels), overlapping in case of identical
cross cutting, to double the processing capacity
compared to the single-blade machine as well as
to execute optimized cutting patterns, where different strips can be cut in p,x,y,z,w direction with
five cutting levels, also concurrently via the
software program on two independent machines.
Alternatively, you can perform, handle and temporarily buffer pre-cut parts to be used later on,
on the first or second machine, while the other
one is executing another program, order or part
of a complex cutting pattern. The two machines
can even be loaded (before future modular implementations) from the machine front, while still
handling a double production volume compared
to a single-blade machine. n

www.macmazza.it

BAUMER FOR RECOVERY
Baumer is not surrendering to the Covid-19 emergency and is ready to innovate in a difficult period
that requires to go beyond "everyday business",
forcing companies to be forward-thinking and
invest in the future. Chasing innovation that translates into market growth, the Swiss company
that has been specializing for over 35 years in
surface quality inspection and control has introduced a drill pattern control system with smart,
easy-to-integrate 3D technology. This is a restarting
point for Baumer, a springboard to relaunch business after the lockdown. The inspection system
“ColourBrain® DrillCheck 4.0” is the technological
leader in the inspection of drill hole patterns for
furniture components. Deviations in the pattern
and grooves are reliably detected, visualized and
alarmed. The inspection can be carried out on
one or both sides of the component and with an
additional module, also on the narrow side –
without adjustments to the decor and structure
and completely independent of height. The compact design and the enclosed structure ensure
excellent uptime with minimum costs, as almost

no maintenance is required. The system is available
in three system sizes and thus adapts to your
production conditions. Fixed preset, calibrated
multi-sensors and predefined inspection parameters
on delivery ensure easy commissioning according
to the "plug-and-work" principle. Thanks to the
ready-to-install solution with laser scanning, the
“ColourBrain®DrillCheck 4.0” inspects your entire
product range in just a few steps and without any
adjustment to component thickness, surface structure or decor. A product change is carried out
with just a few clicks, or automatically without
further settings, adjustments and set-up times.
The user interface summarizes the essential information and supports the system operator in an
optimal way. A production with reliable, mechanical
inspection meets the requirements of a holistic
quality inspection. A qualification as preferred
supplier can be supported by production reports.
The system is used for process monitoring, both
in series and batch 1 production. Baumer's future
restarts from here. n
www.baumer.com

THE POWER OF CHANGE

THE LATEST PAL’S PATENTS

“I have always considered change as an essential
element for growth and improvement,” said Christian Salvador, founder of Salvamac, “…and even
when everything seems negative, actually there
are still opportunities for growth. We believe that
dedication combined with ethics and human relations is the only solution. With this corporate
and individual philosophy, innovation creates
space for new ideas, products and production
systems. Innovate, innovate, innovate."

Company Pal is presenting the optical sorter
“Cyclops” is a machine that can separate pollutants from the wood flow thanks to optical “Nir”
sorting and through a pneumatic ejection system,
which facilitates the accurate removal of pollution
with minimum wood waste. Starting from “Nir” technology, which detects plastics (including back
ones) and laminated particles, it is possible to
insert a bar of inductive sensors to detect all
kinds of metals and a blower, a low-pressure air
blower, to separate heavy material such as stones
and glass. Thanks to these implementations recycled wood can be cleaned using a single machine, that can process up to 130 cubic meters
per hour (80-90 with cameras for plastics) also
thanks to the incredible speed of its belt that
travels up to 7mt/sec (4.5m/s with the blower), it’s
a good alternative of water pit, that it’s expensive
in maintenance. Thanks to an upper/lower dualcamera system we can also scan material from
several angles detecting the presence of melamine,
Pvc, etc…; this allows us to make clients use
high percentages of recycled wood for the production of top quality Mdf panels.
Still using “Nir” technology, today we can also
separate pieces of particleboards and Mdf panels
in a recycled wood flow.
Despite all these technologies, a recent innovation

This is where the flagship of Salvamac's optimizing
saws fits in; the machine equipped with pusher
unit “Salvapush 2000” has been enhanced with
a brand new software version that allows anyone
to operate it very easily. The graphical interface is
intuitive, the large touchscreen display offers
quick and easy data input, and all electronic
components communicate with each other through
digital links. The all-digital concept has boosted
the communication speed towards external units,
so that all processing information can be easily
transferred to enterprise management systems.
With recent developments in data import via barcode scanning and just-in-time management systems (from order management to finished product),
Salvamac offers a unique solution also for "batch
one" production operations. The operator can
handle single parts very easily, loading each
piece after scanning its barcode and entrusting

the entire process to the supervisory software.
Besides optimizing saws, recent developments
have also involved semi-automatic cross-cutting
saws equipped with electronic devices, especially
"Salvastop 100", as evidence of the company's
continuous drive to innovation. "Salvastop 100" is
an electronic stop that controls the pushing, stopping and positioning of the profiles to be cut, so
you can reduce human errors, avoid waste and
decrease labor costs. With an innovative technological concept, the company has created a new
reinforced anodized aluminum beam, with 100×100
mm section and big thickness of the profile edge.
The biggest innovation efforts have been focused
on electronics. “We have worked hard to create
the exclusive software, very easy to use thanks
to an immediately understandable and effective,
complete, powerful and flexible graphics. It includes 5 different sections and 2 different modes:
"Stop" and "Push". We are also offering a 7-inch
"s-PAD" touch screen, in an excellent position
for reading and programming, not forgetting
the included and installed Internet tele-service
software. And with the new software upgrade,
you can import cutting data directly. In addition,
a new innovation on the aluminum profile allows
Salvastop to reach up to 7000 mm in length
and 6400 mm of useful stroke". n

www.salvamac.com

is that “Cyclops” can also host an X-ray camera,
that can be set to recognise anything lighter than
wood, thus further improving the sorting accuracy
of heavy pollutants.
“Stepper Screen” allows to screen difficult materials drastically reducing machine stoppages.
Let’s forget for just a moment the problems associated with traditional disc screens we all
know too well, which tremendously suffer from
the entanglement and twisting of long and filamentous bodies always found in waste in large
quantities. The “Stepper Screen” developed and
patented by Pal is the answer to those in search
of a screening solution that uses the logics of
the disc screen but without the typical problems
associated with it.
Innovative for the shaking and flow moving system,
the paddlewheel system with alternating motion,
prevents filamentous materials to get entangled
(there are no fully-rotating bodies) and separates
the materials in several fractions. Initially it was
developed to process different types of waste: in
the industrial sector, with the presence of very
large metals and filamentous materials; in the
field of plastic sorting as an alternative to the
Ballistic screen; in composting plants; in the recovery of materials from the dismantling of endof-life cars.
After these field experiences, it has been shown
that the latest version of this machine can process
materials known to be difficult with yields that are
similar or often better than traditional disc or
drum screens, and as a result it was also inevitably
employed with recycled wood i.e. an area in
which Pal has always invested and proposed innovation in cleaning. n

www.pal.it
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THE HOLZ HER POINT OF VIEW

Holz-her GmbH specialize in the production
of wood-based panel processing technology.
They have been part of the Weinig Group for a decade,
and for more than thirty years they have been serving
the Italian market, emerging as an "innovation-rich tradition"!
Especially one segment has enabled the company
from Nurtingen (Germany) to find a place in a demanding market, full of players: edgebanding.
This is the vocation of this company with a portfolio
of thousands of users, who appreciate the versatility
and ingenuity of the gluing system offered by
Holz-her, a key strength of the German company
and – they love to say in Nurtingen – "...still
unique in the market".
Over the years, the company has been growing,
expanding its scope to a comprehensive catalog
spanning all panel processing stages. In 2014,
the company's sales strategy took a new direction
and two "direct" area manages were hired in Italy
– Valerio Crippa and Giuseppe Galantucci – to
strengthen the presence of the German brand
and create an organization with a mix of resellers
and agents to multiply contacts and increase the
market share. That decision proved to be successful: figures doubles in one year, driven by an
increasingly effective and distributed sales network,
a growing number of references, an after-sales
service in line with
market trends.
Giuseppe Galantucci told us about
the secrets of this
success: “Valerio
and I have always
been in tune about
ideas and projects,
Valerio Crippa (left)
and as our previand Giuseppe Galantucci.
ous working experience had come
to a dead end, we decided to work together on a
new project with Holz-her, whose machines we
knew very well and were included in the solutions
we had offered to our customers for over a
decade. Angelo Amico, current Product Manager
at Holz-her, contacted us to discuss the opportunity
to start a new collaboration and build a new experience together”.
How is business going in this difficult year?
“We are seeing the light again after the tough
lockdown. The world has changed suddenly,
especially in business and trade, and we had
to learn to make the most of all the resources
that were already available but not leverage to
their full potential, such as video calls, online
demos and smart working".

“We really put many irons into the fire”, added
Valerio Crippa, who illustrated the news from
Holz-her in this season. “We launched our brand
new “Auriga 1308XL Power”, a compact machine
equipped with eight operating units within just
five meters, while the complete version can have
as many as 14 numerical control axes. All of this

with a really unique price/performance ratio.
Edgebanding is a core business for Holz-her,
with visual results that have been further enhanced by the gluing system “Glu Jet”, very
popular all over the world, and the new “LTronic”,
a system designed to control pressure and glue
quantity according to the material onto which
the edge is applied. A modern 18.5-inch touchscreen display helps the operator easily retrieve
the working programs and, with the "f.a.s.t." adjustment technology, introduce panels that require
different operations in sequence”.
… and what about the rest of the catalog?
“We have renewed several machines of the Holzher range, sometimes with substantial enhancements. We have upgraded all the pass-through
working centers of the “Evolution” series, the
most compact currently available in the market,
allowing to square and mill all four sides of a
panel and drill them on five faces. The new “Evolution 7402 4Mat” is equipped with four-position
automatic toolchanger, offering an ideal entrylevel solution for working centers; as a result, it
has been particularly appreciated by workshops
with limited space and budget. It can be used for
all types of operations, including heavy duty. This
model adds to the "bigger sisters" “Evolution
7405 4Mat” and “7405 4Mat Connect”, distinguished by a larger working area and richer configurations, if you allow this definition. The new
optional package “XCut” also allows to produce
complete furniture sets starting from panel stripes,
using software that can store more than 400 preconfigured and editable also allows to produce
complete furniture sets starting from panel stripes:
in this way, you can “launch a job” without previously cutting the panels on saws or programming
single-part operations”.

“The market of machinery and plants using
nesting technology – Galantucci added – is
currently one of the fastest growing segments
for Holz-her: bypassing the panel cutting stage
to make finished furniture with one operator is
now a target for many companies. We wanted
to complete our range, adding a number of automatic machines in the entry-level segment: I
am referring to the new models "Dynestic 7505",
"7705 Lift", "Nextec 7705" and "7707 Lift", which
will be immediately available, extending the
range with solutions that can load parts from a
lifting table or an automated warehouse".
“So, many irons into the fire, and the machines
we have mentioned in this article are just an example”, Galantucci concluded. “This is our approach to keep thinking and acting positively
after a long period of inactivity”. n
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HYMMEN: STRUCTURED SURFACES WITH DIGITAL PRINTING
Digital printing provides some basic essential
benefits: it enables industrial production of small
batch sizes, the embedding of digital print in process chains in the decor industry, individualized
mass production, speedy reaction to market
trends, short retooling times and low warehouse
costs. Digital printing creates products which
would be impossible with analog technology. Extra-long pattern repeats, designs with 25 or more
different boards, without repetition and designs
with motifs which spread over multiple boards
(logos, mosaic etc.) are just a few examples of
decorative options.
It is fair to say that printing decorative designs digitally with Cmyk inks has become more or less
established. The production of digitally printed
flooring with Hymmen “Jupiter” printing lines
alone is estimated at 70 million m²/year.
Now, the German company has launched “Dle”
(Digital lacquer embossing), a very new technology
for the digital structuring of surfaces. One of the
most important properties, alongside the appearance of the flooring, is quite definitely the surface
structure. However, the flexibility of digital printing
is confronted by the inflexibility of the analog
structuring processes. When it comes to appearance, decorative designs can be changed with
no limits, but when it comes to the surface feel,
the analog structuring processes cannot keep
up the pace.
This is where Hymmen's patented, in-house development “Dle” comes into play. It can be connected directly to a “Jupiter” digital printing line
or even be used for digital structuring of surfaces
printed and lacquered in other ways.
The basic idea of “Dle” has now been picked up
on in order to create a further product which previously was only possible to produce with analog
techniques: furniture finishes and flooring which
are decorated with a stain.
Formerly, staining was only ever possible over
the entire product surface.
The only way to include patterns and shapes in
the design was by masking. Taking this method
as inspiration, and using the “Dle” machine te-

With the Digital lacquer embossing (“Dle”) patent, Hymmen GmbH Maschinen-und Anlagenbau
has created a new process to apply a Uv protective lacquer and achieve a 3D surface
with a very realistic touch. The German group has also launched liquid coating systems.

chnology already developed, a method has been
created and the patent is already pending.
In the first step, the wood is fine-ground in order
to reduce standing fibers. Digital printing is then
used to apply a highly transparent ink to the
areas which are not to be stained. The ink is
cured and the stain is then applied and distributed.
A topcoat is finally applied to seal and protect
the wood. The applied ink layer is very thin (5-8
µm) and can be removed with a fine "cleaning
grind", meaning that a second passage with another stain color or treatment with an open-pored
seal is possible.
PRODUCT QUALITY AND PRODUCTION
EFFICIENCY: WIN-WIN COMBINATION
Furniture surfaces, customer-specific doors, or
building material boards of the highest quality –
manufacturers rely on production technology that
permanently and reliably ensures the quality re-

quirements for their products. And all this while
taking optimal production efficiency into account.
Hymmen supports furniture, door, floor and building
material board companies as an established partner for liquid coating technologies in a wide
variety of applications.
In many cases the production of high-quality
doors and furniture, for example, still has a manufactory feel to it, even if it does take place in an
industrial environment.
Linking individual production steps and several
coating lines to complete inline production, from
mounting through priming and painting to stacking,
offers great potential for increasing production
efficiency and reducing costs.
Hymmen has already brought the individual production components together in numerous projects
and ensured overall control. In addition to the installation of completely new systems at a new location, there are examples of redesign projects
in which the conversion measures were carried
out step by step during ongoing production. It
was able to impress these customers with its technical competence, process expertise, sophisticated knowledge in process automation, and,
above all, the high quality of its machines.
The preparation of a plant project usually begins
with exploring the initial framework conditions
after the manufacturer's decision to expand production capacity, to redesign relevant production
processes, or to make replacement investments.
The Hymmen technology center offers a unique
opportunity to test substrates, paints, and other
process parameters. In this way, the customer's
own specialists can optimize and determine the
process parameters with the Hymmen product
managers and process experts before the final
contract is concluded. Almost every product
structure can be fully mapped in the 2,500 m² technology center.
The Group’s primary objective is to bring each of
its customer projects to the best possible conclu-

EGGER IMPLEMENTS HYMMEN'S “CCI” TECHNOLOGY IN BRILON

With the aim of introducing a completely new product to the market for
the kitchen and furniture industry, the Austrian wood-based panel
leader Egger was planning to commission a completely new line at
their lo-cation in Brilon/Germany. The goal was not just to make sure
that the finishing of full-format Mdf boards met the cost requirements
of industrial production. At the same time, the aim was also for the
lacquer finishes to meet the market's highest quality requirements.
When you look closely, you recognize clear quality differences even in
high gloss finishes in the kitchen, living room and office. That's because
contamination from dust during production, finishes which are not
completely even, or even lacquer cracking cause irregular finish struc-

tures. It is exactly this type of production risk which Egger prevents by
the use of the Calander coating inert (“Cci”) technology from Hymmen.
The special inert method assures industrial production of high-end
finishes with striking brilliance and durability in various gloss levels –
from a high-gloss mirror finish with a special depth effect to ultra-matt
looks with anti-fingerprint function. High-gloss and ultra-matt finishes
for the kitchen and furniture industry are produced in Brilon. Application
examples include furniture and kitchen fronts and high-grade paneling.
The Hymmen line has now been in operation successfully for four
years and at Egger they are happy to share their experiences with the
“Cci” technology.

sion for all parties involved. The company's professional project management serves as a quality
guarantee here. The key success factors are the
following: a constructive solution-oriented approach
facilitated by a cooperative partnership with customers; clear understanding thanks to transparent
communication and documentation; disclosure
of time wasters and cost drivers through interim
goals fixed in terms of content and time.
After the commercial order confirmation by Hymmen, the project is officially kicked off with the
customer. A project manager will be on hand to
assist customers at all times. Once the technical
aspects of the order have been clarified, the
design freeze follows.
The joint communication runs via the Hymmen
project portal with to-do lists, log archive, construction site log book, etc. Changes to the scope
of delivery and services after the design freeze
are fundamentally supported and implemented.
Consequences for the overall project are reviewed,
and the change effort and expenses are calculated
and offered. The scheduling takes place once
the explicit decision to change has been made.
After delivery from the factory, the next milestone
is the production of the "first board" on the customer's site. This is followed by the start of production
or site acceptance in order to achieve final customer clearance.
Hymmen's product portfolio in the liquid coating
sector includes a range of individual machines
from roller application machines (“Ulx”, “Ume”“Uml”) to filler application machines (“Rsu” and
“Ums”), curtain coater (“Mtc”), direct printing machines (“Dcp”), and one-man coating machines
(Proficoater “Pfc”) to glue and hardener application
machines (“Tla”, “Tlz”, “Uma” and “Umz”). In addition there are hotmelt application machines
(“Umt”), Uv drying modules (“Uvm”), and jet
dryers (“Dst”). However, most Hymmen customers
rely on the process expertise of the machine and
plant manufacturer. In addition to linking the individual machines with the associated handling
equipment to complete pro-duction lines, this
also includes process control. In this way, Hymmen
can draw on the experience of over 50 years in
the roller coating sector. The machines are known
for their durability, even when run 24/7.
Recently, Hymmen was able to sign yet another
well-known company: Schörghuber, a specialist
for the production of high-quality custom special
doors (security, fire protection, wet room doors,
and other fields of application), is currently
receiving a complete liquid coating system from
Hymmen. n

www.hymmen.com
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“KAIROS”: A NEW HORIZON
FOR WOODEN CARPENTRY
Presented at the last edition of the Eurobois in
Lyon, “Kairos” is an innovative and high-tech
machine for processing the structural beams,
roofs, ceilings and walls of timber houses: a
market niche in constant and positive evolution.
Kairos ensures design and performance standards
capable of convincing even the most demanding
market operators.
The 5-axis technology and the tool change allow
to carry out a wide range of machinings making
the machine very flexible.
“Kairos” has been designed to produce single
beams ranging from 40 to 600 mm, and X-lam
partitions ranging in width from 30 to 1,300 mm
and of 18,000 mm maximum length.
UNIQUE AND ORIGINAL PERSONALITY
The loading transfer, located on the left side of
the machine, allows you to load a series of beams
simultaneously and automatically and precisely.
Automatic management is quick and easy.
“Kairos” has a double dragging clamp input/output,
with vertical presser for correct positioning of the
piece. It is also equipped with lateral lockings in
order to support the woodpiece and avoid unnecessary vibrations. The cabin with total upper
end lateral closure allows you to collectdust
and reduce noise emissions, ensuring extreme safety during the
working phases.
For greater clea-

ning, chips and processing waste are removed
by means of a wide conveyor belt located under
the designed work area. The machined pieces
are accumulated on the unloading transfer with
pneumatic pusher, placed on the right side of the
machine. Since “Kairos” can work independently,
the operator can therefore carry out other activities.
The range, consisting of three models (“Kairos350”, “Kairos-650” and “Kairos-1300”) , has an
electrospindle with A + C axis with motor power
of 15kW in S1, liquid cooled. Adjustable in any
direction, it is possible to perform milling, drilling
and profiling with the same tool in any position.
If you want more power, the “Kairos-650” and
“Kairos-1300” models can be equipped with a
high performance electrospindle cooled from 25
kW in S1 and 30 kW in S6. In this way it is
possible to perform great machinings with maximum profitability, obtaining quality milling or drilling
in very short times. n

www.saomad.com

CMA ROBOTICS FAHD'S VALUES

Cma Robotics, the company from Friuli, specializing in the design, construction and installation
of a wide range of painting robots and plants,
with solutions from design to integration, keeps
honing and updating its products, including 3D
vision systems. Machine vision scanners can
handle any product to be painted, starting from
image acquisition, then recreating the outline and
extracting the necessary specifications from the
analysis of the entire picture to generate the
painting paths and acquire the geometric data to
reproduce the 3D model on screen. Once the 3D
model is ready, the next step is checking the program feasibility and painting the parts, with
benefits in terms of lead time. All operations are
controlled by a computer that captures the operator's movements, replicates them at the desired
speed and constantly learns through a selfteaching system. The benefits of this technology
come from the optimization of production cycles,
the process flexibility and speed, and the control
on performance quality, translating into increased
productivity and lower costs, lower paint consumption resulting from more accurate spraying
and healthier working environments. n

www.cmarobot.it

INCOMAC: “WE ARE GREEN!”
In a scenario increasingly focused to environmental challenges, Incomac, strong of its consolidated experience in the production of avantgarde systems and technologies for wood drying,
is moving towards an increasingly green future.
The focus and the sensibility to the environment
is growing every day and the company supports
this change of mentality to protect and support
our planet. 45 years of experience are realized
also thanks to the constant contribution of our research and development department through
the conception, the planning and the realization
of special technologies suitable to improve more
and more, functions related to quality improvement
and focused on energy saving, the reduction of
drying cycle times, which more generally can be
enhanced with the keywords recovery and optimization of processes.
Each type of system is designed and developed
to adapt perfectly to the specific needs of the
customer and the different climatic and environmental conditions with the aim of creating the
perfect balance between environment and production. Reducing emissions is, for us, a fundamental objective.
We are working daily to create new technologies
and sustainable systems such as our innovative
viscous dissipation drying system, in which ventilation becomes a key and exclusive source of
thermal energy, all through a process that has
long been studied, analyzed and tested
by us.
The creation inside the kiln of a particular
air flow, causes the temperature increasing due to the double effect of turbulence and air-wood friction. The temperature of the wood itself also increases,
causing the evaporation of the water
contained in its cells.
In this transformation of speed in thermal
energy there is no dispersion or loss of
heat, contrary to what happens in other

heat exchange processes. The emissions are
reduced and energy consumption can reach 50
percent less than traditional systems, as it is exclusively generated by fans.
In an increasingly green view, we have combined
this revolutionary drying system with another fundamental technological component: the heat recovery system, which replaces the classic dampers in the kiln.
As we all know, air recycling is essential to ensure
a good drying process.
The use of the dampers is necessary to expel
hot air saturated with humidity outside of the
dryer and to let in dry air, but especially during
the winter season, the heat loss is considerable
because of the very low temperature of the
outside air. To maintain a constant temperature
inside the kiln, the dryer should be continuously
supplied with heat. With the Incomac Heat Recovery, all air is canalized through an air-to-air
exchanger, estimating an average recovery of
25 per cent which tends to increase in the winter
season when outside air temperature is lower.
The use of these two combined green technologies
allows, in addition to the reduction of emissions
and greater sustainability, also a faster drying
process and consequently a lower energy consumption. n

www.incomac.com
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“There's more than engineering in a good machine. It must be solid, reliable and easy-touse. These are the same adjectives we use to
describe our job." This is the mission, openly
declared, of Fahd Italia: keep selling while offering complete service to customers.
Fahd was created by its founders to deal with
the design and construction of woodworking
machines for solid wood and panels. The company has achieved great results, selling more
than 1,500 machines in 20+ countries across
five continents, and currently owns a manufacturing site with a surface of more than 20 thousand square meters, including headquarters,
offices, showroom and production, all sharing a
young and dynamic atmosphere.Today, Fahd
Italia offers a diversified range of machines and
after-sales service through high-skilled mechanical and electronic engineers.
Production is characterized by constant quality
control and operation monitoring, with a focus
on top efficiency to ensure an excellent
quality/price ratio. n
www.fahd.it

One of Fahd's machine.
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HITECO: INNOVATION
AND EXCELLENCE

NEW PRODUCTS FOR RECOVERY:
MAKOR IS NOT STOPPING

A product portfolio offering high performance and reliability,
combined with a strong and constant focus
on technological innovation.

A product portfolio offering high performance and reliability,
combined with a strong and constant focus
on technological innovation.

These are the key strengths driving
the growth of Hiteco, based in
Villa Verucchio (Rimini), specializing in the design and construction
of high-tech industrial electromechanical components for machine
tools. Their production includes
electrospindles with automatic
or manual tool change (“Atc” and
“Mtc”), birotary heads, boring
units and aggregates.
The company was established in 1977 as an internal division of Scm Group, global leader in
machining technology for a wide range of materials
and in industrial components; over time, the company grew with exponential rates, until in 2008 it
became an independent division, with approximately one hundred employees and a strong
export propensity.
In recent years, Hiteco has been developing
even stronger: in the 2014-2018 period, as well
as in the 2018-2020 timeframe, the company has
increased its revenues by more than 20 percent
annually. With such growth trend – according to
Massimo Benvenuti, Hiteco Division managing
director – the company is currently of the world's
leading manufacturers of electrospindles and birotary heads for numerical control machines for a
wide range of materials: wood, plastics, composites, glass, stone and metal. “Our industrial
components – Benvenuti said – are the added
value, the technological core of each machine,
namely the element that defines the quality in
terms of performance, speed, power, precision
and long-term reliability."
This high level of quality is appreciated by the

With 52 years of experience, Makor, a leader in
finishing equipment, keeps raising the bar and is
now upgrading its technology with the installation
of two new plants at a major manufacturer in
Veneto. “Gemini 164D” is a dual-shoulder plant
for bar squaring-profiling-filling, while “Gemini
Tgl-Tgs” is designed for profile squaring-profiling-filling. Both implement the latest construction
technology to offer reliability, easy operation and
capacity up to 50 meters per minute, with low
operating and maintenance costs. The core of
the machine consists of new application heads combined with the "Slot-Gun" technology, also
developed by the Siena-based company - that
revolutionize traditional technology in that they
streamline the process and significantly improve
the quality of the finished product. With this new
process, you can produce particleboard edges
of any shape, perfectly finished with minimum
quantities of filler. But Makor is going beyond:
their research and development department has
created "Eqs" (Edge Quality System), a quality
control system incorporated into the machine,
that offers fully-automatic operation. The system
performs a set of dimensional measurements on
raw and finished parts, supporting standardized
production cycles with consistent quality, as it
can correct the setups of all groups to solve any
issue, automatically and in real time, with up to
50 meter/minute speeds. "Eqs" features special

market: in recent years, Hiteco
have strengthened their leadership in Asia, with a team of specialists offering sales and technical support. The revenue share
from Europe and North America
keeps growing: in the latter, Hiteco
Massimo
has expanded its operations with
Benvenuti.
the opening of the Hiteco Usa
subsidiary in Atlanta, while investing in the constant expansion of the sales network with dealers who can meet all kinds of requests from the local market. Growth is just as
powerful in Asia, especially China, where Hiteco
has the biggest share of export.
As to technological innovation, all the products
are distinguished by the extensive use of sensors,
in line with the huge potential of Industry 4.0 and
in response to the increasing focus on the reduction
of the energy consumption of machines.
More generally, the mission revolves around research and development, the flower in the buttonhole of Hiteco. “We have a dedicated team
for in-house R&D to create flexible and leadingedge technological solutions that are constantly
evolving. Our production method is distinguished
by strict controls in the key process stages and
all our investments are aimed at improving the
quality and durability of our products," Benvenuti
said.
Hiteco's production is entirely “made in Italy”
and all the key components of their spindles
are made in house. In addition, all Hiteco's products are assembled in line, ensuring the total
control of all assembling operations, and therefore, the best quality for the customer. This is an
exclusive strength that, together with a large inventory of parts from stock, significantly speeds
up delivery.
“The real strength of our products – Benvenuti
concluded – comes from the people that put all
of their passion into the development and production of our solutions. This is the real added
value of our constant growth and this is the spirit
with which we are looking into the future." n

www.hiteco.net
ABOUT PRODUCTS

At the next Xylexpo, Hiteco is exhibiting the latest solutions for the wood industry.
“Powertech 300/400” • A wide range of electrospindles for three-axis machines, meeting all
the processing requirements for mdf substrates or solid wood for nesting operations. Wide
selection of technical features and power ratings (from 5.5 to 16 kW in "S1") with different
types of cooling (electric fan, compressed air and liquid) to cover the needs of all markets.
Speed can reach 28 thousand revolutions with the same footprint, while lighter weight
translates into a leaner and faster machine.
“Robotech” E “Qx” • The new family of electrospindles “Robotech” is mainly designed for
robotic applications and single/dual-shoulder birotary heads, with power ratings up to 30
kW, not only for wood but, in line with Hiteco's strategy in recent years, also for the
processing of other materials including light alloys, plastics and composites.
Reliability, easy application, modularity, compact size and high performance are the added
values of “Qx” electrospindles, which stand out for the wide range of power ratings within
the same layout: for the “Qx” series, Hiteco offers ratings from 5 to 11kW. You can also
choose between different versions, with short and long "nose", where the latter features a
triad of front bearings for maximum stiffness. These electrospindles can achieve speeds up
to 40 thousand revolutions.
“iM Smarte Sensor” • This smart sensor can support the entire production process,
monitoring the key parameters of vibration, speed and temperature. “iM Smart Sensor” can
be applied to all Hiteco components installed on the machines, enabling them to operate in
full safety while minimizing downtime and maximizing productivity.
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“Evolution Flexi” line.

sensors and algorithms that interact with the
setup of the operating units. Makor is also offering
new solutions and flexible lines for painting, including the “Evolution Flexi” line recently installed
in the company's showroom; this painting line is
comprised of a next-generation Cartesian robot
“Evolution Twin” and an innovative flexible drying
oven “Flexi oven”. The new robot can paint
pieces "on the fly" running at speeds up to five
meters per minute, while stationary components
can be painted with any shape and geometry up
to 300 millimeter height. Each basket of the "Flexi"
oven can be loaded with a different batch having
different drying requirements, with a temperature
control system for each basket. Despite the pandemic impact, Makor have never stopped taking
care of their customers: to ensure the safety of
their customers' staff, the company has organized
tests and demos via videoconference. n

www.makor.it

VACUUM GRIPPING SYSTEMS
Piab, a global specialist in vacuum gripping
systems, offers “Kenos”, an innovative vacuum
gripping solution for large surfaces, design and
optimized for several applications beyond woodfurniture. The gripping system is ideal for the
handling manipulation of several products with
different shapes, dimensions and compactness.
Most of the gripping systems can be equipped
with integrated vacuum generation or suitable
for separated vacuum generation (Pump or Side
channel blower). The integrated vacuum generator is a modular multi-stage COAX® ejector of
easy maintenance and the market's most energy
efficient ejector technology. The modular concept
of "Piab-Coax" pumps allows to increase the
number of ejectors very easily even after the installation.
Some applications require a separate vacuum
generator based on a pump or blower with side
channels, while the the mat of the gripping
system is made of a technical foam, with different
pitch holes and thickness. The “Kcs” series is a
versatile gripping solution specifically designed
for collaborative robots and ensuring maximum
flexibility, while offering the capacity to manipulate
a wide range of items. It is available with with
foam technology and flow control restrictors or
as a bag handling gripper. The “Kvg” series represents a flexible solution for the handling manipulation of several products with different sha-

“Kvg”.
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“Kvgl-s”.

pes, dimensions and compactness due to the
double technology available. Thanks to the double technology available (check valves and flow
reducers), many industrial sector applications
can be fulfilled. The mat of the KVG gripping
system is made of a technical foam with different
pitch holes and thickness and, alternatively, the
“Kvg120C” version can be equipped with 3560 mm suction cups from the "Duraflex" or
"Value Line" series. Kenos® Heavy Vacuum
“Khvg” series products are designed for heavy
duty applications in the wood and stone industry.
“Khvg” gripping systems are suitable for handling,
normally complete layer, of sawn timber, heavy
planking, raw wood and materials for building,
such as bricks.
“Ksg” series products, Kenos® Sack Gripper,
are suitable to handle sacks with different
shapes, weights and materials, while the "Kbc"
series was born from the need of handling in
the food industry and handling liquid bags.
Piab boasts longstanding experience in the design and construction of gripping systems, with
multi-faceted expertise that has enabled the
company to create specific solutions for many
industries over the years. n

www.piab.com
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Precisely the Best

PREMIUM CUTTING TOOLS
SINCE 1962
www.freud.it
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PALLETS REPAIR AND RECYCLING: G3 TOOLS: MODERNITY
THE DALSO EXPERIENCE
AND CUSTOMER PROXIMITY
Dalso was born and raised in Schio, in the heart
of one of the most important industrial districts of
north-east Italy. In thirty years of experience in
the industrial automation sector for woodworking,
the company has always shown a constant commitment to solving and reorganizing its customers’
production processes. Passion, experience, knowledge and creative ability are the peculiar characteristics of Dalso that make the idea of movement turn into a real functioning system even without human supervision.
Today, the company, with over thirty trained and
experienced collaborators in the sector, focuses
not only on the Italian market but mainly on export
thanks also to an excellent uality/price ratio, and
the achievement of Iso 9001 certification combined
with an organizational system typical of “Lean
Production”. Dalso, also in recent times, continues
to plan and design new automations, in particular
in the sector of the production of wooden packaging and pallets, where the company can be a
leader in the creation of customized automation
solutions. In this context, a special solution that
allows to automate the repair of the pallet and its
recycling, an ideal solution in non-expansive eco-

nomic cycle times and with a strong ecological
impact, is enormously reflected.
The system installed at many customers offers a
perfect combination of the intrinsic characteristics
of automation and machines that intersect with
those typical of human work through a continuous
work cycle in short and fast times. Basically there
are three steps: the loading of the defective
pallets, the manual repair and the unloading of
these by means of a forklift which will have the
task of delivering the repaired parts and their
future reuse. In the first phase there is the loading
of the used pallets, where, after stacking them
one on top of the other, they are picked up by a
tipper which makes them lay carefully on a sliding
carpet. In the second phase, a manipulator with
angular hooks picks up the single pallet and transfers it to a sliding roller conveyor where it
advances along the automated line up to the
repair stations where the operators replace the
unsuitable pieces. Once repaired, the pallet is
automatically transferred to a special application
where the nails that are not perfectly welded and
remained on the surface are compressed.
Finally, in the last phase the pallets are unloaded
through a manipulator and divided by quality, to
then be reused directly on the market based on
specific characteristics and qualities.
Dalso every day is committed to improving its automations, a continuous development that aims
to minimize operators, facilitating their work in
maximum safety, in many cases creating solutions
that allow them to be perfectly integrated into an
eco-sustainable development. n

www.dalso.it

Tradition, internationality, technology and customer
proximity: these are the fundamental values of G3
Tools, a company specialized in the production
of woodworking tools and founded as G3 Fantacci
in Poggibonsi (Siena) in the 90s. The current
name, in fact, derives from an important rebranding
process, as a result of which the logo has been
changed and the company has decided to show
its qualities by investing in a new communication
that focuses entirely on digital.
G3 Tools, which is a candidate to become an
avant-garde industry, is able to transpose the historical heritage of ideas and values into contemporary language, produces about 16,000 pieces
per year including cutters, routers tools, inserts
and knives, bits, saw blades, doors and windows
tools and other accessories.
“At some point we realized that the identity of our
company did not fully describe what it really has
become over the years”, tell Gloriana and Gianluca
Fantacci, Ceos of G3 Tools. “The restyling of G3
Tools is part of a more extensive path of innovation,
on which we wanted to invest precisely in this
suspended time, wanting to bet on the rebirth
and future of our brand”.
New name, new logo. The first important change,
which characterized the mentioned rebranding
process, was the cut of the family surname from
corporate naming to give the company a more
coherent, international and modern image. "Tools
at your side" has become the payoff that explains
the distinctive element of the G3: the constant search for solutions to provide personalized answers
to the customer. Such decisive changes are translated also in a new graphic image which maintains
a link with the past, but recalls the idea of a pro-

jection forward, to the future, giving movement
and dynamism to the image.
New website. “We started in 2019 and took advantage of this lockdown period to complete the
restyling work and focus on the digital part of the
company”, add Gloriana and Gianluca.
In fact, in the coming weeks the new website will
go online, which will be, as explained by the two
Ceos, dynamic and in several languages, enhances
by an online catalogue of continuously updated
products.
New communication on social networks. Finally,
the communication plan focuses on the networking
growth of the network of contacts through a new
and rethought use of social networks, in particular
Facebook and Instagram. A different product is
shared on each channel every day, accompanied
by the hashtag #tooloftheday and an explanation
of the main characters. This is a way to increase
the interest of G3 Tools buyers and acquire new
customers. Also in this case the keywords are
modernity and closeness to the customer, constituent components of the company. n

www.g3tools.com

IMS: NEW PROPOSALS FOR 2020 DUST COLLECTORS "CVK-CVT":
NEW CONCEPT BY IMAS

For fifty years, Ims had been designing and
manufacturing toolholders for numerical
control machines to process metal, wood,
stone and other materials. A portfolio of
twenty thousand products offering application solutions to "bridge the gap" between tools and Cnc plants, ensuring
the optimal operation of tools in the
process, and consequently, higher efficiency levels in production. The standard solutions are complemented with
tailor-made toolholders to solve any specific need.
With their increased versatility to execute diversified
and alternative operations, they simplify even the
most complex tasks.
New solutions from Ims include the further development of the repair and overhaul service for
power spindles and servo motors, implemented
in 2019 to slash equipment downtime with an immediate diagnostic service and reliable cost estimates in 24 hours.
"Standard" service in one week is guaranteed to
repair all types of power spindles. A special “Express Service” is also available for urgent production requirements, to handle and solve any
issue within 48 hours, thanks to a dynamic
team of engineers with 20-year
experience.
The new power spindle adapter aligns
the machining center
to the same connection parameter of
another machine, eliminating possible differences and protecting the company
from plant downtime

risks. With these adapters, one machining
center can be adapted to execute operations on toolholders or integral tools with
different connectors from the machine.
Suitable for assembled tools, toolholders
and one-bloc tool holders are available
in dual version, with a side hooking
system or vertical tyrant rod, to interface
with any connection.
More news from Ims include "Twister",
an innovative chip intake system for cnc
cutting that generates an airflow to capture machining scraps immediately, preventing them
from sticking to the tool profile, with benefits in
terms of cutting accuracy, reduced maintenance,
longer power spindle and machine life, reduction
of dust emissions and tool vibration.
To simplify the installation of "Twister", the company
has launched a new "bushing key" that increases
the grip on the toolholder, ensuring a quick and
easy installation combined with fast clamping,
using a standard spanner.
Ims has also launched new "Control pads" for
the production of power spindles that allow to
check the accurate coupling of the taper seat,
checking that tolerance values match the
parameters fixed by regulation standards. Periodical measurement prevents the
risk of vibration due
to loss of stiffness,
which might affect not
only the accuracy of
machining, but also
the life of tools over
time. n

www.ims.eu
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Air pollution with dust from woodworking operations is a
common challenge that every company has to
face. To solve the
problem of dust,
which can damage
equipment and be
harmful for staff health when breathed
in, Imas Aeromeccanica, the Emiliabased leader in the design and construction of
dust extraction systems and dust and fumes filtration plants in the woodworking industry, has
launched a new line of dust extractors, series
“Cvk-Cvt”, specifically designed for plants that
release fine, dry or low-moisture dusts and different
types of filamentous materials.
The new compact dust collector with integrated
suction unit and electric control panel works in
negative pressure, equipped with a countercurrent jet-pulses cleaning system and a large
decanting chamber placed along the entire length
of the filtering media. This flexible solution adapts
to the specific situation and needs of each customer, offering a standard configuration that can
be expanded with several options.
In the standard version, the dust extractor "CvkCvt" features a door for filter inspection and maintenance, with opening assisted by gas cylinders;
it collects dust into wheeled collecting bins with
180 liter capacity each; it is equipped with a
certified electric panel integrated inside the dust
collector and a high-efficiency electro-fan equipped
with “Ie3” class motor.
To meet specific customer requirements, you can
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add an Atex
option for potentially explosive dust atmospheres, diverters with explosion-proof panels, fire-extinguishing system and
a compressed air dryer unit. Alternative configurations also include an electric panel with Plc and
inverter, an electric dust probe to control abnormal
dust emissions, a differential pressure switch to
check filter clogging levels (to keep filter wear
and tear under control) and a high-efficiency
silencer that ensures low-noise operation to improve working conditions.
In the current health emergency caused by the
Coronavirus, which is clearly showing the risks
for worker health and the need to ensure optimal
conditions in working environments, the quality of
air and an efficient filtering system are even more
essential. Imas is fully aware of this, and after
forty years in business, it is not going to give up.
The company is strongly determined to innovate,
and there is a strong need for innovation. The
future is starting over from here. n

www.imas.it
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LEUCO: “DIAREX AIRFACE” JOINTING CUTTER
The wood-processing companies use an increasing
variety of mate-rials. The jointing cutter Leuco “Diarex
airFace” is ideally suited for this challenge in the throughfeed processing since, thanks to its cutting features, it
has proven itself for a wide range of materials.
Especially the shear angle of the cutting edges of 48°
used for the “Diarex airFace” has proven in a large
number o.f runs in the test center of Leuco to be one of
the most versatile designs.
This angle guarantees a high cutting quality combined
with long edge lives and therefore a good economic efficiency. This makes it an excel-lent choice for companies
which alternately process different pan-els and place
high demands on quality.

Another advantage of the is the reduced noise emission
when idling thanks to the unique "airFace" design of the
tool. The edges of the gullets are not simply straight but
curved and placed at small intervals. Therefore the air
flows are directed in a defined way through the gullets
which reduces significantly the air flows gener-ating
noise. The grooves on the surface also support a turbulence-free air flow around the tool.
This design the developers have been adopted from
the almost noiselessly flying owls reduces the noise
emission of the milling tool by up to 2 dB when idling
compared to the predecessor version. n

www.leuco.com

ENERGY
SOLUTION
FOR FURNITURE
FACTORIES
Furniture factories are required to dispose of
scraps generated during the production process.
Today, the new directives classify these waste
materials as "semi-waste" and prescribe their
correct disposal. As a result, waste disposal for
furniture companies has become complex and
expensive. Another need for furniture factories is
to heat large areas of their facilities: production,
logistics and warehouse. The technology by Uniconfort , based in San Martino di Lupari (Padua)
− specializing for 60 years in technology to tran-

Keep going on
sform solid biomass into energy − offers two benefits to furniture manufacturers, meeting two primary needs with one solution: disposing of waste
and, at the same time, heating their industrial
facilities using production scraps. So, companies
have two benefits: they minimize the time and
cost of waste disposal and they save on heating
costs. Uniconfort has made a technology previously
accessible only to large plants available to everyone, including small and medium businesses
in Italy and in Europe. All of this in compliance
with the applicable standards and laws. The company is ready to support and safeguard customers
also after plant installation. Their offer includes
maintenance agreements where Uniconfort's
skilled staff constantly monitor plant emission
levels. An example in Italy is the boiler model
“Global 200”, with 2,300 kWt capacity, using processed wood as fuel and releasing emissions in
compliance with Italian standards. Another example
in Poland is the boiler model "Global 300", with
3,300 kWt capacity, using processed wood, mdf
and particleaboard as fuel and releasing emissions
in compliance with EU standards. n

www.uniconfort.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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CONTACTS
Primary processing

Secondary processing

GIARDINA GROUP

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

ANGELO CREMONA spa

BIESSE spa

Viale Lombardia, 275 I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Via della Meccanica, 16 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting
machines, material handling equipment
and turnkey plants.

Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal
milling machines with rollers feeding, working
centres for the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern furnishing
industry technology.

Surface finishing

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision.
Special applications allowing the possibility to
make also grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with
many different configurations accordingly to
the panel sizes and thickness requirements.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking machines:
edger, cross-cutter.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282
fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines
and systems for high productive processing.
Camam, special machines for the production
of chairs and tables.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

RS WOOD srl

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture, panels,
windows and doors.

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air
drying systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

Woodworking machinery: the widest range
of products.

PRIMULTINI srl

Machines for woodworking and equipment
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual
and automatic edging lines, working centres
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

LESTA srl

Lesta Srl designs, manufactures and sells
industrial robots for both powder and liquid
painting.
The top of the range of Lesta production are
the 5 and 6 axis antropomorphic robots in
self-learning LeBot MV series. The selflearning makes easy and immediate to create
painting programs for any kind of
applications: wood, plastic, metal and
composites.
What’s unique is that Lesta’s proven
technology is so simple that, upon completion
of the installation, a manufacturer of any size
can literally be making their own programs in
few minutes and painting robotically on Day
One.In addition, Lesta Srl is able to supply
cartesian robots, carousels, air and ground
rotation groups, robot handling systems in
ground or hanging configuration to increase
the working area, production cycle
management software with RFID tags, 2D and
3D scanning systems in order to make the
painting process completely automatic and
Lesta proposes itself as systems integrator for
any industrial application. Lesta Srl is also
KUKA Official System Partner.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-0541 678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Handling
and commissioning

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Viale Europa, 70 I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,
linear dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows. Spray booths.

Via T. Tasso, 66 I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 430 817
fax +39 0331 1581053
www.lesta.it - info@lesta.it

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

V.le del Lavoro,27 - Zona industriale Paludi
I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it

Via V. Necchi, 63 I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120 I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience in developing
and constructing anthropomorphic
and cartesian robots – offers a comprehensive
range of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications in the
woodworking industry.

The product range is wide in the sector
of traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,combined
saw-spindle moulder, universal combined
machines, band-saws.
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CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.
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Tools and auxiliaries

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

FAIRS

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it
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Software

DDX Software Solutions
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
EasyWOOD for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; EasyBEAM for
structures, houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etc.; PowerSTAIRS for staircases
design and manufacturing; PowerWIN for any
kind of windows, french doors, internal doors,
entry doors and shutters.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28
I-31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770
fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it - info@cma2.it
SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE

Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring machines,
router bits and collet chucks for cnc router
machines. “M. Conti” measuring devices for the
woodworking industry. Special accessories for
hobbysts, craftsmen and small industry.

Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging.
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

Cross-cutting lines

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Lacquers

27-30 July
Ciff Guangzhou
www.ciff.furniture
• Guangzhou (China)
Furniture
27-30 July
Cifm Guangzhou
www.ciff.furniture
• Guangzhou (China)
Woodworking technologies
27-30 July
Interzum Guangzhou
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies

Automation

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets
of tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com

22-24 July
Afriwood
www.expogr.com/afriwood
• Nairobi (Africa)
Woodworking technologies

For more than 40 years, Cursal has been
specializing in projecting, constructing and
installing cross-cutting plants and automatic
loading/unloading systems, all projected in 3D.
The top range consists of the wide selection of
automatic optimizing machines (they can be
purchased with Industria 4.0). Super-fast ones
with belt feeding (they can be equipped with
the qualities/defects optical scanner made in
Cursal). Ultra-strong ones with rollers traction;
highly precise ones with pushing system (90°
and angular cutting), for single boards and
packets. Rapid semi-automatic cross-cut saws
for small, medium and large sections. Wide
range of accessories to equip each plant with
customized loading/unloading systems: roller
conveyors, belts, combined transfers, drilling
machines, ink-jet printers, label printers,
manual stops, selector stops, displaying stops,
electro-pneumatic stops, cnc electronic stops
for single boards and packets, supervising
computer etc… Loading and unloading systems
with vacuum and grips.

15-17 September
Dubai Index
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Furniture
15-18 September
Drema
www.mtp.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

19-22 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

19-22 September
Homi Milano
www.homimilano.com
• Rho (Italy)
Furniture

26-28 August
Mebelexpo
www.mebelexpo.uz
• Tashkent (Uzbekistan)
Woodworking technologies

21-24 September
Woodtech
www.tuyap.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies

26-29 August
Umids
www.umids.ru
• Krasnodar (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

25-27 September
Medwood
www.medwood.gr
• Atene (Greece)
Woodworking technologies

4-8 September
Maison&Objet
www.maison-objet.com
• Parigi (France)
Furniture
7-9 September
Dubai Woodshow
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Woodworking technologies
7-10 September
Ciff
www.woodworkfair.com
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
7-10 September
Wmf
www.woodworkfair.com
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

29 September - 2 October
Technomebel
www.technomebel.bg
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Woodworking technologies

12-15 October
Paint Expo
www.paintexpo.de
• Karlsruhe (Germany)
Semifinished products, components, supplies
19-22 October
Lesdrevmash
www.lesdrevmash-expo.ru
• Mosca (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
21-23 October
Expokos
www.ceokos.com
• Prishtina (Kosovo)
Woodworking technologies

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

3-5 November
Woodtech Warsaw Expo
www.warsawexpo.eu
• Varsavia (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real partner,
capable of supporting the customer not only
from technical and production point of view
but also for its ability to consistently deliver
new creative ideas.

10-13 November
Xylexpo
www.xylexpo.com
• Rho (Italy)
Woodworking technologies
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